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"We seek to provide value-centered
undergraduate & graduate education, as well
as to strengthen commitment to community
service. We nurture the life of the mind & the
pursuit of truth within an environment
conducive to effective teaching, learning &
personal development.
Consistent with Judea-Christian
principles, we apply knowledge to
human needs & seek to preserve
the best of the human heritage.
We encourage the continual
search for truth, values &
a just existence. Throughout
this process, we examine
& attempt to answer
the question:
"How ought we to live?"
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This bummer. I had the privilege of planning, coordinating, and
executing New Student Orientation for all ?fthe.new students who .
attl'ndt.>cl Regis this yPat·. I was drawn to th1s pos1t1on ~~se I felt hJ..e
I could help show the incoming class how wonderful Reg.s IS a school,
and 1 had the hope this would increase student in\'olvement and school
spirit. I chose my team of Orientation Leaders because they are im·ol~ecl
people who I thought would shed some insight on how wonderfuJ RegJS
is. Over summer, I coordinated with many departments and
orgam7.ations on Cllmpus to pull off the activities and programs we had
available to the students during Orientation. The ftrst day of onentatlon
kicked off with a smooth Move-In thanks to Residence Life, our
Orientation Leaders and all of our wonderful volunteers. This day wru;
also highlighted by our Milo Jligh Dinner which we hco.rd from our
Student Body President, Provost Dr. Houser, and President
Fitzgibbons. Our night time
"Orientation was kind of crazy activity was one that I was
particularly proud of: the
because there were so many things Ranger Ruckus. We had
to do like the Ranger Rally, and the inilatables, games, Henna,
pond hike I took with my RCC class. music, food and music. With
I met some of the people in my over 300 students in
attendance, I like to believe
writing class, and I got closer with that this was the beginning of
my roommate"-Lauren Faue many friendships in the
incoming class, and it showed
how events here at Regis can be
big and exciting. Friday was the day we had the FloBots speak to how
you can improve your community and the world. RCC classes carried
thi~ witb them into their diverse community walks in which we saw
classes volunteering with Father Woody's, rock climbing, or enjoying a
relaxing day of reflection at our nearby parks. At night, we were able to
watch the performance of "Mad" Chad Taylor as he juggled bowling
balls, ta"Cn; and chainsaws, and luckily <maybe unluckily for the
aud1ence ) there were no limbs lost. Saturday was an important day of
Face to Face talks centered around sexual assault, diversity and
microagrt.>ssions, a'l well as alcohol and impaired driving. At the end of
the day, we were able to dance and eat off the stress of the long weekend
with our Regis Rally and Bonfire. My goal for this orientation wru:. to be
focused on Regis school spirit and showing the New Students how
wonderful this place is that we call home. 1 feel we accomplished this
goal, and I am proud of the orientation we put on. Orientation was full
of information for the new students about resources they have on
campus, it is also full of excitement showing how much fu n the
programs a1·e that our departments put on. Orientation is full of real
people, real experiences, and real fdendships being made t hat started so
many student's college careers. I would like to thank everyone involved
with 01·ientation: Dave, Josh, Irene and Jackie from Student Activities
staff, Frannie, Nick, Maddie, and all of my other Orientation Leaders
and every department at Regis that helped put it on.
'
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RIENTATION AND CONVOCATION

"My orientation leader really helped me feel welcome at Regis.
Coming in I was nervous about almost everything and she helped
calm my nerves by giving really good advice. It's always nice
passing by her on my way to class or in the cafe and just seeing a
friendly smile."- Julia Venuto

"I was excited to get to relive freshman weekend at Regis with my orientation group. It was also awesome being able to
introduce the to Regis being able to give them a stellar experience."- Shoey
"Orientation helped me to feel more comfortable traveling into the unknown . It was also helpful to hear my leaders
honest opinion and personal stories of there freshmen year. All in all it was a very worthwhile experience!"- Paul
Gornick
"The best part of O rientation was getting to meet and make so many new friends. Leading my own group allowed me
the chance to personally connect with some of the incoming freshmen and build relationships with them. I loved every
second of this experience and I am grateful for the opportunity that I had to be an orientation leader."- Emily Hill
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WELCOME WEEK

Welcome Week is perhaps the quintessential experience for· all st.udcntb
of Regis. From the showmanship that Dave Law demonstrates during the
week, to the participation from the fresh faces of the term , the
experience can hardly be boiled down. Welcome Week stands to be a time
that students can become more acquainted with not only the campus, but.
also the faculty and upperclassmen that go out to create a wonderful first
step into this Jesuit institution. The week also proves helpful for the
parents of the new college students, providing support. both on what to
expect for their children as they place them in the care of the school. but
also what to personally expect as the house feels a little more empty.
This also is the time for the parents and
"I don't thmk could have had a students to say goodbye to one another,
better start." giving many opportunities to create bonding
-Matt Faas and memorable moments between the two.
From the chapel services, centering one's
faith as a family, to the excursions out into
the city that introduce students to Denver,
Welcome Week helps everyone to become acquainted with their new
reality. Welcome Week stands to be a excellent moment for tmnsition as
to not throw uny ou~ person to the wolves, as there arc few moments in
life where one would require an ease into a life changing moment.

Regis catering to the needs of
some hungry freshmen off the
tailgate party, providing
excellent choice of food trucks
from the greater Denver area.

Mad Chad gearing up the chainsaws for the
juggling finale.
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"Welcome week was very enjoyable
because I got to connect with the new
students first hand and enjoyed the
leadership experience with other fellow
leaders. Overall, getting to be a leader for
the Class of 2021 was pretty cool!"
- Reyna Revelle

Move in made easy, now that the student volunteers are here to help.
"I really appreciated the comfort that the parent chapel service
created for my family and 1."
-Isaiah Pramuk
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"Fam1ly weekend was full o f food. coffee and smiles.
Bot seemg and talking to my little sister aher he r
fi~t month here at Reg1s was the highlight of the
weekend."
-Xander Vlastos
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"Making t:he Deans list was a huge accomplishment for
me, but being able to celebrate it with my family at t:he
reception meant t:he world. They are t:he ones t:hat
taught me t:hat the smartest and most successful people
are t:he hardest workers."
- Josie Snyder

FAMI LY WEEKEND

On September 28, 2017, parents and family rolled in by
the plenty to see t heir newly independent college
students. They had lunch in the Main Cafeteria to
experience the true Ranger life, they attended the soccer
game t.o cheer their children on, and they ventured into
the dorms and houses of their kids. After experiencing
the lives of their children, they decided to treat their
children to a life off campus. Emma Coleman and her
housemates got to make new memories with all their
parents on a night out in Denver. "Only half of our
Residence Village's parents came down_ Our parents
treated all of us to a well needed pizza and taco dinner at
Mas Kaos. All of us laughed and told stories- Mainly our
parents sharing embarrassing preteen and baby
moments. My parents got to meet all my friends on
campus and off campus. They enjoyed taking a tour of
our Residence Village and were happy to know that 1 was
living with 5 other girls that I connected with so well and
so quickly. Having my parents come back after n month
of school gave me a nice break from the stresses that
college can bring and re-energized me to continue the
semester, so I can continue to make them proud."

"To me, making the Dean List
means, that all of my hard work
and dedication has paid off. Having
my fami ly support me through
college has been a true blessing
and really allowed me too grow as
a person and a student."
- Francesca Krupp
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Fun
The morning started off sunny and bright, but as the
afternoon neared, an eerie feeling crept up your back.
Creatures, superheroes, princess, and everything inbetween came out of their castles and lairs to take over
the Regis University campus. That's right, it's Trick or
Treat Street! Every year, Regis University hosts a Trick
or Treat Street for the kids in the surrounding
neighborhood. Not only do the kids
' I loved t• u.. K or treat
have fun getting candy and walking
street because I enjoyed
around campus, the students who
seeing all the cute kids in attend Regis University have a blast
their costumes!"
as well. Whether it be passing out
-Lauren Dunlap
candy to the trick or treaters or
seeing kids all dressed up and as
excited about Halloween as we were at their age.
Seeing so much joy on campus when it's the middle of
the semester and everyone is stressing about midterms,
athletics, and much more, is a blessing.

Nothing is better than Dave
Law out on the Quad cooking
up some burgers and hot dogs
for the Regis community.
Accompanied by local
musicians who sang a beautiful
cover of Valerie while Dave
Law conversed with some
Rangers.
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"Nothing is more breathtaking
than a Regis University sunset.
Especially in front of Main Hall.
Even just catching a glimpse of it
from the Residence village or
seeing it shining through the tree
branches. Sunsets here in
Denver remind me of the ones
back home and that is one of the
most comforting feelings."
-Bianca Vega

"It felt great to finally beat the
faculty in the yearly kickball game.
T hey don't give up easily for
anything."
-Tyler Delgado
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LIFE O FF-CAMPUS

"I love going on trips off campus like to t he h~t air
balloon! Spontaneous girls trips across state hnes os dH~
best kind of vacatoon!
-Mary Le

I
"It wa~ a really spec ial opportunity to be able to coordinate taking a group of Regis studenL~ to Ted X Mile-High. The
TcdX event wa.~ based off of the idea of wonder and the way that wonder carries out in all capacities in the world aro und
us. Experiences like this conference are so important for Regis smdents and allow the opport unity to learn out,;ide o f the
traditional academic realm. "
·Bailey Grant

"I like li vi ng off campus because it allows me to have a place o f my own even though I love hanging om on campu s.•

-Dan Haig
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"I love Regis's location because I can hang
downtown for a girls night out one weekend, and
go skiing in cne mountains me next weekend."
-Saran Murcada

The Denver area has a multitude of fun places and
activities on a weekly basis. From skiing to clubbing and
from hiking to hanging out on campus, students have
many options for activites tc do on their free time in
between classes and studying. There are many things to
do to stay active outside of going to the gym. There arc
many hiking trails, skiing mountains, bike !.rails, places
to climb, and more. Zach says, "Ever since I've got a bike,
it's like my world has
gotten 10 times bigger. I
"One of my favorite
love to ride the Clear Creek
trail into the mountais." activities to do off campus is
Along with these trails for
biking, there is always finding new authentic coffee
concerts happening at Red
shops to study at."
Rocks. Going to a concert
with some friends alway-s
-Abby Harris
makes for a fun,
memorable experience.
The downtown area has much to offer as well. There are
several clubs that are fun to go to such as Bela and Club
Vinyl. There i:; also the 16th Street mall that is fun just
to wander and find new places. The Denver area provides
many things to the students who live off campus. '!'his
keeps the weekends fun, and the overall vibe of the city
positive for the students. Whether its mountain biking or
finding a new restaurant, Colorado has a Jot to offer for
good times.

.

MileHigh

"One of the best off-campus events I went to was
the TedX Mile-High Conference. I learned so
much. and it was a fun and inspiring event. •
-Kate Penick
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Then

REGIS THEN AND NOW

Now
From being simply an all-boys high school, to the
J esuit jewel of the West, Regis University
changes with the wind. The Jesuits who started
Regis hoped to provide a rigorous education for
the budding city of Denver, allowing its citizens
to become doctors and lawyers. This changed
through the years, however; as the city grew to
massive proportions . Regis evolved because of
competition with the University of Colorado,
thus introducing mass community outreach and
the inclusion of strong social justice and J esuit
programming. 'T'hi!' ~hRngP ha::; hP-en cornerstone
for Regis to host many events involving Pope
John P aul II, the Dalai Lama, and the Opus
Prize.

"Yeah, we're tight, Karl"
- 1974 Range r (Vol. 62)

Not only has Regis become home of many social
justice movements and leaders, but has some of
the most active students in the social justice
world. From the very active affinity groups, to
literally fighting the KKK, the Rangers are
willing and able to fight for justice and social
equality when faced with adversity.

The campus has gone not only through
growth, but has grown to make the
campus an urban paradise. From the -'• ~~~~=~~~:::r~~~~~~~Sl
great arboretum, to the immaculate '"""
architecture.

Something that seems like a mainstay
now used to be much smaller. However, '
the new chapel is massive compared to
the now art building.
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Once having sports ranging from
swimming. football, and even hockey,
Regis also proudly focuses on the
academics of its students too.
"Regis used to have so many sports,
many I think they should bring back."
-Alex Garcia

~I

[l

"Regis used to look so bare! Just a field
and nothing else! Now we sit in the .....__ ,...,.:.
center of a massive city!"
-Mikayla Pack .__ _.

..
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"The eclipse was such a big deal this Augu
and it was so cool that Regis hosted the
viewing party so we all had an awesome
place to watch the eclipse! Regis also came
in clutch with free eclipse glasses since they
sold out so fast at every store!"
-Dani Starks

I
i
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"The SpaceX Launch was wild. and they
continue to happen every other day it
seems. It's very exciting to be living in
what seems like a new space race. To
think that we are right in the middle of a
great historical period is fantastic."
-David Brenna

2017

2018

Starman's last view of
Earth before heading
into to deep space.

Thus far, our 2017-2018 year at Regis has rounded
out to be a year full of gripping happenings, for better
or for worse. Strides were made in the technology of
space travel, and we've witnessed the resurgence and
advancement of space technology before our very
eyes. But in light of all the good, it truly was a yca1· of
turmoil. We experienced great anguish as a nation,
and great tragedy through several acts of mass
violence and natural disasters.
However, what came of that was something lw.autiful.
We've seen the humanity of the world rise to the
challenge, ready to face a new adversary time and
time again as it tries to take us under its shadow.
Each time, each event, and each life affected has
added fuel to the fire of change in our hearts, and
provided us with the power to move forward and
progress in the face of great odds and adversity. Even
though we were subjected to tr agedy, we rose to
provide light to the world.
While we saw tragedy, we also saw greatness this
year, we saw one of the most exciting Winter
Olympics to date. We saw the beauty that is women
standing in the bitter cold, rising in solidarity to
speak out against sexual violence. And of course, we
saw that dreams are simply not dreams, but that you
can fly your car into space and send it to Mars and
beyond.

"I love the O lym pics, and they
were fabulous this year. I can't tell
you the joy of watching speed
skating, and watching Shaun
White tear it up and take home
gold yet again."
-Angelo Nickele
"The Power that I was a part of in
the women's march was something
that you'd read about. W hen
someone would say that you can
feel it, and the it can be power,
energy, or just angst, you really can.
We moved with the same motion
and motives that made me feel now
only empowered, but powerful."
-Vivian Gatte
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"My favorite thing abou t being an RA is everyone I've had lhe
pleasure of getting to know. I love my staff and the r esidents are
amazing. I 've learned a lot about myself throu gh mE'I;'ting new
people and encounteri ng new situation:> on lhe ;ob.·

-Julia Southard. Desmet Hall
"I love that fact that I am able to build relationships wah my
residents and I love being there for them to help them MucccOO:
- Lauren Dunlap, Res1dence V1Uagt?
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The Office of Residence Life and Housing, or IWs Life as it's more
lovingly known by the greater student population, is committed to
providing an enriching and welcoming environment for students of
Regis University to live and thrive in. On top of housing, they also
employ a dedicated staff of student leaders who work day in and day
out to support the students of Regis University whom live on campus.
Resident Assilltants, or R.As, are truly the faces of Res Life, and they're
the parl of Res Life that students int.eract with most. Both the Office
and the student staff of resident assistants are committed to accepting
residents for who they are and who they might be, and they are
committed to caring for
"Both the Office and the
them in a hotistic way.

"Joining the Residence Life team has been an awesome
experience this year. The student staff we work with are so
passionate and show a huge commitment to their residents
and communities. I feel really lucky to get to work with such a
great group of students!"
· Emily Henkelman, Residence Life Coordinat.or - We8t Hall

RAs

student staff of
are
IWsident Assistants are
asked to do a lot for Regis
committed to accepting
and for their residents.
Often times more than
residents for who they are
most other students
reali:te. They are
and who they might be ..."
re..-ponsible of course for
enforcing Code of
Conduct policies in the dorm in order to ensure the safety and success
of residents. They also are asked to put on events in the residence halls
in an effort to bring the students in them closer together as a
community. They sit at the front desk of the halls to offer a friendly
face to returning residents and guests. Ultimately though, resident
assistants arc there for the students with whom they live with.
Resident assistants are always a resource for their residents when
residents arc either stressed with classes, not getting along with their
roommates, need advice, or most importantly, need to borrow one of
the coveted vacuums. JWsident assistants do this and so much more
that goes unnoticed to ensure that students are having their individual
needs met, and to ensure they are in a positive environment so
residents haw every oppo•·tunity to succeed at Regis and beyond.

"Being an RA has taught me that
each resident is unique. All of my
residents are incredibly different;
from their interests, to their
majors, and t.heir personalities.
They all shape the RVs into the
fantastic place that it is!"
- Rosie Scannell, Residence Village

"As an RA, I've really enjoyed getting to know
residents and con nee ling with them. It's been
awesome being able to watch them grow as
individuals over the course of the year.
I've also learned that Regis has a ton of great
campus resources and is filled with both
lovely people and events."
• Matt Holden, Residence Village

"I most enjoy the genuine
connections I am able to make with
people as an RA, and I enjoy being
able to help them and make them
smile!"
·Alexis Watts, West Hall
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"RUSGA has allowed me to interact with RegiS In a way
that I haven't been able to before. In working towards
building relationships between different areas o f campu~. I
have gotten to know students, administrators. and facu C>,:
member who I oth erwise would never have .met.
-Nina Knzman

The Regis t:niversity Student Government Association I:> a
unique privilege to be a part of. As a whole, we are rt>:;ponsible
for Thursday Thrills, Student Senate, Judicial Board. Ranger
\'leek. Snowball, Ice Queen, Mr. Regis, and many others.
Beyond that, we work to bring the voices and n e('cl~ of the
student body to the larger administration. This ha;, culminated
in passion projects t.hroughout the years such as Trust the Tap
initiative, the construction of the Ranger Den within West
Hall, a nd distributing money for clubs and organizations
through Student Senate. The President of the Student Body.
John Casillas, has strived to create a culture of inclusivJty at
Regis by speaking out against injustices such as the removal of
t.h e DACA ProgrHm. penning a letter to other Presidt.>nt:; of
Jesuit L"niversiU<>s committing to standing up agmn:;t ''iolence
against minontJ(!l:' and
"We have truly fallen in love women, and by workmg
hand in hand wah the
with serving the student
Diversity Office to
promote event;; ~Such as
body."
the MLK ral ly in
-John Casillas and Nick Stofa October. The Vice
President Nick Stofa
has work<'d to makt> the
student Senate more efficien t and open to the community. This
last fall ;::emester, Senate has given out money to Global·
:\fedical Brigades. Uganda UP . and Violence Prevention in
order~~ create~ community of inclusion. Each of the Di•·ectors
ha<; utilize~ the1r various talents to bring events and vendor~
to camP_us tn order to make ::;ure that Regis University is
ac-ade~Ically excellent, engaging in the community. and al~o:
ftm. It IS a pleasure and a ?rivilege to serve on RUSGA a nd we
have truly fallen 1n love w1th serving the student body. Go
Rangers!
··Tuhn Casillas (Student Body President &
Nick Stofa (Student Body VP1

.
'Working hands-on with the C onduct p
1ncredibly rewardi
.
rocess IS
abl
..
ng, especially knowing students w 111 be
e to utthze our new Restorative model ft
with RUSG .
•
a er my t1me
A IS over! -Claire Swan· Ch'1efj usttce
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ENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Order

"Being a part of RUSGA means that after attending Regis I get to
give back to my community. There's nothing better than being
the Director of PAC because I get to plan fun events for
stressed out college students who need a break_"
-Tyler Baker. PAC Director
RUSGA offers both personal and professional development.
networking opportunities. and is overall and exceptional way to
enrich your Regis experience!

"My favorite part about leading my committee is having the opportunity to help my members cum their passions and
ideas about health into a reality. Not only does this committee help the entire student body. but it also empowers my
mebers to know that they can make an impact in the world of healthcarc." -Morgan Nicholl. HAC Director

"My role as the Director of Finance revolves around the RUSGA budget and all the grograms and initiatives it supports.
My favorite aspect of being involved with RUSGA is being able to work with al the student leaders and see all the great
programs they put on." -Chris Miller
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It 1S common for students to belteve that commuter
students are much less mvolved tn campus lrfe because
they do not ltve tn the res1dence halls with everyone else.
It is assumed that these students arnve JUSt tn ame for
the1r classes. and go back home as soon as the1r school day
1s over. Th1s IS not the case wtth many of the commutet"
students on campus; many enJOY gomg to the Mam Cafe
with fr1ends for meals. gomg to fitness classes with thesr
peers, and spendtng t1me on campus dunng eventngs and
weekends Commuter student Allte Rmgleman said, • To
me being a commuter student 1sn't really that difficult. I
mean I'm sure It 1s n1ce to not have to wake up and dnve
to school, but I honestly don't mmd 1t at all! I like to be
able to leave school at the end of the day and go home and
relax. and I also like be1ng a commuter student because
even though I don't l1ve on campus there are a ton of
activities that Reg1s offers to help make me feel involved!"

~~College is what you make out of it.
As a commuter, I can enjoy the
comforts of home while
experiencing new things every day

Fiona Melady. a commuter student with a longer dnve
every day has a d1fferent perspecttve. • Being a commuter
IS hard sometimes because I JUSt have so much time tal<en
out of my day by drivmg here and back home. so I have
much less ttme to do homework and work. Buc. one good
thing is that when I get home I have my own space to do
work and I don't have to share 1t wtth anybody." Even
though there are un1que challenges to bemg a commuter
student. they are a large and v1brant portion of the student
body.

on campus."

-JENNY TRAN
"Some things'" hfe don't always makes sense

JUS~ hke that one student who shows up with IS
mmutes left in class or paying for a parking pass
and always parking in lot six. But one thing I do
know for sure is how gratefu l 1 a
m to come to
campus everyday."
-Elijah Ahmed
"Towards the beginn ing of the year, I went with
T~lor, and Amelia. We had just finished a local
aunted house in Loveland that was really fun
and terrifying."
-Fiona Melady
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I first started going to Regis, I
myself leaving with just enough time to get to
class. Then I started loving catching my
professors before class started, just to chit
chat... I then found my commute to not be
that bad, there was an incentive now."
-Anal isa Martinez

"I love being a commuter
because I get to come and enjoy
being at school. but I get to go
home at the end of the day
where I don't have to share a
bathroom or wear shower
shoes." -Danielle Starks
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"Romero House has been quite the
experience! I joined ROHO to learn
more about my Salvadorian history
and through t he immersion trip I
have learned so much more. I have
learned what it means to be
intentional and what it takes to
cr eate a community. I have created
relationships that I kno w w ill last a
lifet ime and I am so grateful for t hat."
-Em ely

Romero House is a Regis University student residence that was
established in 1992 as an opportunity for undergraduates to
exper ience an intentional community in service of others, ~itha
commitment to sociaJ justice, exp loring faith and spirituality and
livi ng a simple Ufestyle. Romero House students strive to liveou
Arch bishop Romero's caJl to immerse themselves in the world.
"Having the opportunity to live with six other people I may hare
never inter acted with oth erwise. has truly shaped my sophom
year. Building a community centered around socialjusticehM
opened my eyes to new branches of oppression I didn't even .
existed. T his year, I feel like I actually learned what privilegel5
and what it looks like in different contexts. I'm beyondgrateful
aJl the experiences that come with Romero House, all the
relationships I've built, and the aspirations I've gained in the
for ju stice."
-Claire Lu nzer

ROMERO HOUSE

•

"When I look back I will cherish my time spent at
Romero House. If you ever get the chance to build
community and live in solidarity with the people in
it, you will not regret the chance."
-Chris Princivalli

Romero House on their immersion
trip to El Salvador and Guatemala.

"To serve is a blessing from the Lord and an
opportunity to get outside your comfort zone
and contribute to something bigger than
yourself."
-Adriana Lopez
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"The Fr. Woody wrap party is such a fun and
important part of the holiday season here on
campus. It has helped to remind me that I'm a
part of a bigger community which is working
towards a greater good."
• Hannah Murphy

For the last twenty-five years, the center of Service
Learning at Regis University has thrived while working
with students. faculty. and the community to help
educate, engage and connect with the public. The goal is
to create positive agents that reflect change within local
and global justices. Regis University wants students to
gain an understanding of each of student's ability to
impact tho greater community while also being able to
recognize a difference in these local justices. Se1vice
opportunities allow students to take on responsibilities
and enable their own gifts and talents and how these gifts
and talents may contribute to create a more just
community and world.
The role of the Service Learning Center is intended to
promote justice and discern influences of different. actions
bHlSt!<l uu Lite pei'Spectives ofthose who are marginalized.
The main goal is to develop a new understanding that
makes the student body aware of what diffe1·ent
individuals may struggle with on a daily basis. As a
University, we try to grow in solidarity with those in the
greater community, and in learning from the
opportunities, each individual is willing to share about
personal experiences. In the end, se1vice at Regis should
help in developing a deeper understanding of the "voices
of the marginalized in our midst, but rather, for studentstomorrow's leaders- to formatively Jearn about and
acquire lhe tools through which to challenge and change
the inequitable systems and structures of society."
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.. Father Woody•s teaches the
true meaning of being a man
in service for others:·
- Miguel Martinez-Mendoza
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"'The highlander is very pertinent to
me, it allows me to tead news that
directly affects me as a student, and
a adult."
-Brian Brown

"I love being able to have
curated work on campus.
Knowing that people my age
are doing such work is
incredibly motivating to push
my own efforts further "
-Chris K lausner

Media is a powerful tool; it can sway opinion,
change mindl:l, and turn the course of history. But
on a much smaller scale, it can unite communities,
focus on the issues tha t matter, produce work
pertinent to the audience, and even be fun. That's
what KRCX and the Highlander go out to do:
produce work that matters to the individual.
The raw effort that these students, and their
wonderful u niversity faculty staff, is something to
be admired. Many studen ts do not realize the rich
con tent that is produced
"The ability to tune into
by th e Highlander and
KRCX. From the new and music that i know is being
wondetful music that
curated by students with
KRCX plays, to the
reviews and news that
good taste is refreshing!"
lace t he virtual pages of
-Forrest Huntington
the Highlander. it 's
important not only for us
as students to pay attention because of the hard
w01·k that our peers put into producing these
works, but also because of the 'self that gets
poured into the work. Wby would one not tune in,
or read on when there is fresh, personal material
just begging to be consumed.

'I

"Being a part of the Highlander has made me realize th e
importance of being informed and informing ot hers. I'm so
happy to be apart of such a great group."
. Alcjandra Pineda. Digital Director & Executive Editor
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BEST OF

COLORADOExplorati@n

"Best of Colorado is great. it allowed me to see a
lot that Colorado has to offer without breaking the
bank."
-Breu Paglieri
"I really liked going rafting! It was amazing to be in
the canyon. and to participate in something I would
not be able to do on my own."
-Kat Dir-Munoz

' r

"Best of Colorado was amazing because it helped me get an idea of h
h
,
fun things to do around Denver because I moved here from C l'fw at t e~c I S to do around Regis. I had no clue on
a I o rnla so It was mce to explore around the Denver
area."
-Christine Bianco
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"Best of Colorado gave me the
perfect opportunity to get outside
and do fun things with my friends and
experience what Colorado has to
offer."
-Mariellen Burke

Each yeru·, Regis University puts together an
eclectic series of activities to help the
Freshman class acclimate to the Denver
area. This year the activities included an ice
cream social, white-water rafting, hiking at
Garden of the Gods, Elitch Gardens Theme
Park, 'l'he Downtown Denver Haunted
House, a Broadway show, Zoo Lights and the
Denver Zoo.
Copper Mountain
"They give students a safe
snow tubing, a
Colorado
way to go explore, and
Avalanche hockey
game, Cheyenne
experience what's going on
Mountain Zoo,
around Regis ."
painlball, Top
Golf, ru1d a
-Angela
Mroszcak
Colorado Rockies
baseball game.
Freshman student~; are able to attend as
many, or as little as they want when they
sign up for the Best of Colorado member~;hip.
Those who attended the activities bad
nothing but t1xceptional things to say. Each
event was thoughtfully put together and ran
efficiently, allowing each freshmru1 to have a
great experience.

am in Best
because it
allows me to go out in Denver and do t hings that i
would not normally be able to do."
-Keanna Capener

ff

"So Last Call is a program for seniors run through Student
Activities. as a last chance (last catt) to see the best the Denver
has to offer befo re we graduate. We do events about twice a
month, from anything to Oktoberfest to Amusement Parks.
Our event line up includes Oktoberfest, Elitch Gardens. I 3th
Floor Haunted House. Sipping N Painting. Adams Mystery
Playhouse, Brewery Lights. Snow Tubing
at Copper Mountain. Upstairs Circus,
workshops with Career Services.
he perfect way to
Nuggets game. Coors tour and
fmals week. It's been
downtown Golden. EscapeWorks
fun to be in charge
Denver. Red Rocks. and more! It's a
great group of people and we've all
1ming for Last:
grown a lot closer this semester. Plus it
:~ gr eat way to stay
guarantees that you get to see a large
II
er1or year.
group of friends every month. The
people definitely make being in charge of
this feel less like a job. I enjoy putting together events for this
crew and making their suggestions a reality. My favorite
memory with this crew was going to Brewery Lights in Ft.
Collins before finals. We toured the facility. enjoyed a couple
beers together, and roasted marshmallows around a campfire
under the glow of Christmas lights."
-Elsa Meyners

"Last Call has been one of the highlights of my senior year. I
do new and exciting things every month with my bestfriends!l\'e
gr. own with them over these last four years. and Last Calld has
. g~
given us an opportunity to enjoy each other's company unn
last year together! I've truly enjoyed the crazy times
had
together and all the fun activities that we've experienced.

we'~~

-Kelly Knez
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"It's easy to get caught up in the
craziness of school during your
last semester. Last Call provides
seniors with a great opportunity
to take the time to do some fun
activities with their friends before
everyone moves on to the next
stage of their lives!"
-Sarah Pribil

"I have had a blast being apart of last call my senior year. I have
had friends who did last call their senior year and told me it
was worth it to sign up for al l of the events. I am glad I did and
have meet amazing people this year through last call!"
-Lorenzo Hernandez
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"I enjoyed spending time with my friends and
dancing to Spanish Music. My favorite part about
Snow W eek was being able to support my friend
Julia during the Ice Queen competition."
-Milena Sanchez
"Snowball was a time for my friends and I to have
fun and enjoy the night in the midst of exams and
homework assignments."
-Mariel Lansangan • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

"The Snowball was amazing. I got to dance with my
fnends and I enjoyed being able to take pictures
with my roommate."
- Chris Legarreta
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"The location of snowball was absolutely
beautiful, and the mansion reminded me of
the Great Gatsby. it was an absolutely
incredible evening."
• Danielle Lombardi.

"My favorite part about snowball was being able to
dance with my friends and getting the opportUnity
to meet new people."
• Lexl Lombardi

"T his is by far the most talented group of
people I've seen perform at Ice Queen. It was
tremendous and the absolute best!"
-John Casillas
"W hen we have Ice Queen we are sending
Regis' best out there. Honest.ly there are some
real good talented people here and we saw
them tonight. I wasn't sure who would win
until i saw James's beautiful sparkly heels.
Wonderful compet ition."
-N ick Stofa

Snow Week is meant to symbolize the first snowfall within the first
semester. It has recently become a tradition here at Regis University. This
celebration is held between mid-November and early December, after
mitltP.rms and before finals. so it definitely is a nice little break from
academics. So many events are put into play, creating different opportunities
in which the student body can come together to be one. The events that take
place are quite entertaining. The first ml\ior event that takes place during
this ma.,onificent week is lee Queen ,
a competition sort of like the Mr.
"Snow Week and Snowball
Regis competition, because it
displays strengtl1 as well as a
was a great time with great
comedic proportion. It is also
friends and good food."
generally believed that the
contestants are ten times better
- Haley Jenkms
than the Mr. Regis contestants.
Snow Week can be put into two
words: Snow Ball. Guys and girls dress up and dance the night. away. This
year it was held in a mansion, and it. was an absolute blast. Although there
are multiple events that take place during this week, Ice Queen and Snow
Ball are probably the best events that the student body is able to participate
in. This tradition is one that will hopefully last, and even help in creating
lasting memories with tllose around you, helping to creat.c the best Regis
experience out there.

SNOW WEEK
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"I remember I didn't work for
UMin my freshman year, and I
would hangout there all the time
and they were the most welcoming
office. Eventually they asked my
why I w asn't just working there. so
my Sophomore year I started
working for them and my life has
been better."
-Jorge Palacios Jr.

The tt•rm rt'Lrt:al can bnng much to mind. h can be a time Cor
rt•l<Lxtllton. rt-'C'Oilcocuon and recont'1h•ll10n Tbt.i may not be tht
t•xplu:tt tntenuon of thl! ann lUll n·tn'l.lho that Unh l"litt)
:.tmt"t r') orft-rs, OUt tl '-" deftn.ll.t•l) II J.l4r\ of what )'OU wiiJ leave
wtth Tht•-.t> retri!OL! su.nd lo pn>,1de toa'lgbt and und ~
for nut only nun;eln•,.., but to the dJ,,.I'lie walk.& oClift>
throughout not only tht' "urld, but to thmp t~t happen ill our
o\\ n hac:kyurd.-. Through thh m tt;ht, those f.Otitauoc thf
rt•tn•aL, pnl\'ldt.> undt-r>-umdtng to thest• more than ofu:n.
fort'tb'TI t·'I.JX'nl.'net..,..Lhut are Mtlr pl"':St'nt m ll\llJl)' pt'(>~'slive
Rt'j.,'~" .,_ o ne. for toducuuon. but ulttmattoly. u abo about takint
llw mts... wn '1.\t' .tllli\.: und •r und puttutg th..t toto practice, DOt
only upon our..cln·"· but ~mg d:t• tool;; ofCura Pl'r.;onal.uiAI
cn·.ttt• u po:-Jll\'l' l'rff'Ct tn thl' world ntlura:a Tht> mom~ntyou
lltkt• to mnkt· c hang;:. '" lh•• momt•nt Rt~ hu ~in 11.>
gmtl a .... n platv of not on I) lno\\ J,,.ll;tl. but ~ventmce u wtll. Al
you rt•ad thU;, con.oo<~dl!r "hut thf' nu!'.:oon of tht>lithool i , and
thtnk uhout tf rut) of Lhu. rtl$0ll8h.'<l With wu, and tftt dOH. if
llw """hlon pm,'ldto;, a "Cmbltt.nct• o! longing m otttOn, go to
l'~hn .•1:1b. nhout "·hat rl't.rt'tlb apply tu you, a.nd help mO\-e
yuur...t•lf und the world forwanJ

"Working in University Ministry
allowed me to go beyond what I
thought I would be able to
accomplish. I've also had the
pleasure of being able to work
with amazing people and
flourish relationships."
- Alex Ton kin

Fai '

"3 rulo
I. Yol
gonna

2 The
3. All
-lzzy'
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"3 rules of UMin work study:
I. You must sing the UMin Battle cry "going to the Chapel and we're
gonna get married ..." until it gets stuck in your head for 4 years.
2. Thor God of thunder is the eternal keeper of cheesy jokes.
3. All food in the office is fair game. Especially girl scout cookies."
-lzzyWolf
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Yay! ll's finally that time in second semester, where
students don't have a care in the world! Travel has linally
commenced. It's as SJmple as a stay-cation or even a
vacation Relaxation and renewal IS what keeps us going
to fim~h out the ~emester.
pnng 81-eak •~ that time of year to take a step back from
all tht! chao~ and truly rest and feel blessed that we have
even made it thl!> far. We ~:>pend ume with family and
friends, and e'·en go a little nuts. We embrace this hme
for what 1t h& to offer. realizing from this pomt on there
are only a few more wee~Q. till summer. We go forward,
look at the bcauttful destination~ of those who have
traveled and tho~oe who have stayed put, but we all come
back with a new motivation and simple rejuvenation.
'!'hunk goodness for spring break, what would the student
body do if we didn't even have a Spring Break? The
studento at Regis would surely be overworked and
extremely stressed. So as a Regis community, let's truly
embrace a well-deserved break. from all the chaos and
stress school has given us. Just keep calm and realize
Spring Break is just around the corner.

"I took a day trip from
Amsterdam to Utrecht to see
Castle De Haar. which was the
first in Europe to install central
heating!"
-Kate Pennick

This year we had students tra,·el all over the world to get
a break from al l of the class work of the firSt half of the
semester. Kate Pennick I left) is pictured m front of a
castle in Amsterdam. Kian Hartley took a day tnp to
Garden of thl' God., in Colorado Sprwgs. And we also
have Sarah Murtada with pictures on the top right comer
of her Lnp to Cancun.

"Spring break was refreshing and exdting!We
explored the cities Atlanta. Georgia and
Btrmmgham Alabama! We were very tourist-y but
not one bit ashamed of it. The best part was all of
the amazmg food and gallons of sweet tea. cause
man it is not the same in Colorado!"
- Maddie Fliedner
"Spring break was a great opportunity to travel and
learn about the world off campus."
-Sarah Murtada
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~It was just really nice to go with a group of girls
that know what you've been going through for the
past year. It's really just a much needed. collective
break for everyone. So it was super nice to get
close to the girls in the program. and to let loose
with them."
• Denise Overbey

"We had so much fun and the beaches were
absolutely swnning."
·Dan Haig

"My favorite part about ramblers is that we're
just a big group of friends that get to spend time
together regularly and have fun avoiding school
work." -Ali Meehan
"I appreciate how much I've been able to grow
and connect not only with my cast mates that
I've been working with for now the third year in
Ramblers together, but also all the new
members that have joined this year and I feel
that connection is what makes the show come
together." -Clyde Johnson

play the grandma, it is a lot of fu . .
me to be
n. It IS a way for
my crazy self. It is a good way to e I
being a comedic actress an d expenment
.
xp ore
with
this
character." -Mikey Rogers
"It is hard to describe in words what h.
people means to me. I feel at h t IS ~roup of
ome, With these
good people doing stupid things."
- Nicholas Banderia
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RAMBLERS
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They' re creepy and th ey' re kooky, mysterious and
spooky, they're altogether ooky, they're the Add ams
Family dunahnunah, dunannah, the Addams Family.
This years Ramblers production is t he Addams family,
starring some of the most talented actresses and actors
of Regis University. Celia St~lazar as Morticia and Alex
Gallegos as Gomez a•·e leading perfo rmers of this
extraordinary performance.
This
performance is "I really like that we can have fun
considered an
together while also getting stuff
original story
of every
done. Everyone is really nice, and
fathers
it
is a lot of fun!"-Maile Starr
nightmare.
Gomez
Addams'
daughter
Wednesday, the princess of darkness, has fallen in love
with a man that her parents have yet Lo meet. This
production brings to life the extremes of love, secrecy,
and ultimately drama.
The Regis University Ramblers theatre tt·oupe is a
spt·ing club which brings music, ~;cenc play, and drama
to life. These performers are dedicated to people who
live out their pNSsions fo•· acting, ~;inging, a nd just plain
old clowning around. These pet-formers have become a
true quirky family.

"There aren't enough words to express how
grateful I have been for Ramblers over the past
four years. My passion lies in performance and this
club gives me the opportunity to do what gives me
the most joy. I'm still over the moon that I've been
given the opportunity to play one of my favorite
fictional characters of all time (and now a musical
theatre role) ... Morticia! I am thankful for everything
Ramblers has given me. I love these wonderful
people."
-Celia Salazar

"Ramblers has let me meet people that
otherwise I would not have, and I get to do
something I love with people I love."
-Evelyn Dorsey
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES: SEPTEMBER

Match

September was the first complete month all the Reg~s Rangers
were in school and it was full of event~ tha t brought u::;
together as a community. We had ple nty of smaller events
such as karaoke in the pub, watching sports games, or even
having lawyers come talk about DACA. However. one of the
larger events was put on by SOMOS called, El Grito. on
September 15th. This was in celebration of Mexican
Independence Day. SOMOS had homemade Mexican wcos,
Jarritos (Mexican ::;oda l, H
documentary, und Folklonco
dancer::;. Magah Martuwz hold,; a
leadership position in S0 :\1 0S <tnd
had this to say about tht• l'Vt>nt.
'' Being part of OMOS and l>eing
able to help promote tht~ e\'l'nt
was absolutely fanta.... uc I had 1U1
amazing ltme repre:-.l'nttng
SOMOS at the event and I was pos itively over"' lwlmt>d b\ the
~ount ofyeople that showed up. Getti~g to ~N· the: .-tudl•nt:-.
mteracl w1th the folklorico dancers and learn till' tn\d1ltonn1
dance of La Raspa was incredible. The documcntarv wa."
powerful and moving as well. This event wm. nn t)\'~•rnll
success a.t bringing more Mexican culture into Rl'gu.:
commun1ty."

I had every intention of breaking
the record, but bull riding was
harder than 1 thought. 1 was
.
tmpressed 'by everyone's tenacity,
but I don t think anyone actually
tamed the bull.
-Michelle Hart
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The Pinterest night went great. I think there was a lot more people
that showed than expected which made me feel a sense of
accomplishment. It all felt like we were trying out new art forms out
together. I especially enjoyed seeing other people's creativity be
expressed through art.
-Jessa Ayunon
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STUD ENT LIFE: OCTOBER

"Moab was awesome
may have
experienced two car incidents and the
decapitation of a mountain lion and multi~le
items stolen. but the experience was amazmg
nonetheless. Canyoneering and rock climbing
was quite the experience for us first-timers.
Definitely would go for a round 2 in Moab."
-Clare Harnsberger

~~iiliiooiii----
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Although there was a lively debate between
Bernie nde rs an
z on the
same night as Open Mic Night, Mo rgan still made time to play classical piano music.
"The thing about rail jams is t hat they bring out strictly the most 'passionate' skiers and riders.
But when a bunch of people get together like that, the stoke level is high. I met so many cool
people that I already have plans to shred with." -Josh Lenehan
"He (the comedian] was really great to watch. I've never believed what a Mentalist did until 1
actually saw it happen in front of me." -T iffany Lam
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This year's live-day Fall Break was an excuse to travel
across the country for some Regis students. Many
students opted to adventure outdoors before Colorado's
cold weather forced them inside for much of the winter .
Carli Berghoff spent her Fall Break traveling, climbing,
and camping with friends from Regis. "I went back to
G1·and J unction with my roommate Chloe and our friends
Molly, Tim, and Ryan. We climbed Independence
Monument, which was honestly one of the coolest things
I've ever done. A couple days later, we went to Arches
and Moab, which
was so beautiful. "We climbed Independence Monument.
which was ho nestly one of the coolest
We also went
crack climbing in things I've eve r done. "
Escalante Canyon -CARLl BERGHOFF
near Grand
Junction on the
last day and
ended up getti ng back to Regis at one in the morning, but
it was wo rth it." Other students made use of their extra
time by going back h ome to see their families. Dani
Beckman vis ited the annual Balloon Fiesta in
Albuque•·quc, New Mexico. She said, "Going to Balloon
Fiesta is the only time I love waking up at five in the
morning. It's so amazing to go with friends, eat legendary
Tom 'rhumb mini donuts, and watch hundreds of
balloons float above you while the sun rises." Students
arrived back at school from their breaks ready to tackle
the rest of the semester.
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Students and staff spent their Halloween afternoon
serving candy to children from Regis' community at
Trick-or-Treat Street.

"I love that the caf changed it up for the day for the
Big Table Thanksgiving feast; it made me really
excited for Thanksgiving! Also, I discovered a new
love for sweet potatoes." -Kate Penick
"I have enjoyed getting to know this group of kind
of strangers this past semester/year. I love that we
each continue to grow vocally and confidently each
time we meet." -Noelle Nor ris. Euphoric Vox
member

'lhe Thanksgiving Big Table event was a great way
to bring friends together. I've been really lucky to
make some amazing friends. I know they'll always
be in my corner supporting me, and I am always
happy to do the same." -Natalie Doggett

"Working at Father Woody's Workshop is an
amazing experience. The Wrap Party is the perfect
way to get into the Christmas spirit of giving."
-Anne Carrica

November 28th marked the day of Regi~;' Annual Tree
Lighting Ceremony, where students and community
members gathered to kick ofT the holiday season. The
main event of the night was the lighting of a nearly 80 fL
-tall white fir- one of more than 1,200 trees on the
campus- which has played the role of Regis' official
Christmas tree for over 25 years. It was illuminated with
bright blue and gold lights. Activities prior to the tree
lighting included cookie decorating, visits from Santa and
Frozen characters Anna and Elsa, as well as a group
prayer, "A Prayer on the Feast of St. Nicholas."
This year, the tree lighting ceremony featured an
assortment of Christmas carols from Regis' very own
Euphoric Vox, an acapella choir who performed a
beautiful rendition of the Twelve Days of Christmas. Alex
Gallegos. a member of Euphoric Vox, explained that the
choir is extremely unique because it ('OmhinP..S vn1•.alists of
so many different backgrounds and training levels. He
stated that, "it was a great challenge to perform at the
ceremony with no accompaniment because it makes you
rely completely on members of the group." Emily
Schneider, a junior at Regis, attested to the success of the
tree lighting event. Emily has been attending the tree
lighting ceremony since freshman year and thinks it's a
fantastic way to start the holiday season on campus. She
loves that, "they added in activities before and after to
bring in the neighboring community to enjoy the
festivities with the students!" This event will continue to
bring holiday cheer to Regis and be an activity students
look forward t-o every November for years to come.

"The tree lighting ceremony was a
great way to bring our campus
together. The lights, singing, and
prayer were perfect to kick off
the holiday season."
-Aaro n Payne

Comn1

STUDENT LIFE: NOVEMBER
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Before jo ini ng the parade, students watched
thousands of Martin Luther King Jr. suppo rters
march by. It was an inspiring sight for all of the
people who had the opportunity to see it.

"It

Kegi1:> Univcn;it,y identifies itself as a uni vers ity centered
around social justice, and many of t he students have
iuternalized this cause. Because studen ts wrestle with
contemporary issues in th e classroom, man y become
acuvtsls outside of school, advocating and marching for
tht> causes that capt ure their sense of justice. On the cold .
... nowy morning of January 15th, students made the
freezing t.rek from their dorm rooms to meet in Walker's
Pub for breakfast before drivin g downtown for the
annual Martin Luther King Jr. Day "Maracle." The event
is a mix between a
parade and a march,
was an awe-inspiring part celebration of t h<'
sight. " life and work of 1\fLK
Jr., part peaceful protest
-Dermot Swanson for the work that s till
needs to be
accomplished. Bundled in puffy wimer coats. hats, and
gloves students drove downtown in two vans. each packed
wtth supporten; from Regis, where they joined the ma rch .
Despite below-freezing temperat ure;; and snowflakes
swirling around them, students remained in high spirit;;.
and fell invigorated by the energy of the thousands of
marchers. The Martin Lut her King Jr. Day Maracle
r<~mains imporlanL to Regis L'n.iversity students, faculty,
and staff, as they seek to follow in his footsteps
remembering always that they have a voice.
'

"I went on the MLK walk .
King and all the amaz,·ng a'n .o rder to celebrate the work of Dr
CtlVISts who h
•
continu e the fight f
. ave come before and to
.
or a mo re JUSt s ·
T
rncredible there
OCiety. he event was
solidarity with ma~y morewhe re ~housands of people marching m
angmg out windows cheering us on
It was an awe-inspiring sigh t.~
· Dermot Swanson.
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"To help students deal with the pressure of high-stakes exams. Regis University provides activities to de-stress. Alan
Castillo referred to an event in the library that included therapy dogs and bubble bottles when he said, "the puppies.
the origami, and the free food really helped my first set of finals. Without these pleasant distractions. my finals week
would have been blown.-...bubbles!"

"I went to the MLK walk because I think Martin
Luther King Jr. deserves to be remembered and
celebrated. It was symbolic of the progress that
America has made and all of the work we still have
to do to become a nation where all are treated
equally."
-Amelia Rouyer
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Bingo night in the main cafe
was a big hit in the cafe yet
again! There was a great
turnout to see try and win
prizes.

"London was a beautiful city, fi lled with a long history, a diverse culture and
was filled with multiple museums, markets, landmarks, and other
breathtaking attractions. Being there for a week, we tried to do as much as
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possible."
-Bianca Vega

In the months ofFebr·uary and March, there were a lot of
events for student activities. One of the mtljor events in
these two months was BINGO night in Lhe cafe, which
always attracts a lot of students. '!'his year prizes
included a dron e, a computer, and a Kindle. The chance
to win such cool prizes These prizes raises the stakes and
the competition was very exciting. In one case, there wa~
a dance off to break a tic where a contestant started
dancing on a table to win her prize!
This month also featured a paintball
game for the men's lacrosse team to
attract new playet-s. Along with this, the
pub hosted a night with ice cream and
waffies.
Finally, as Valentine's day is one of the
most popular holidays, there was the
Valentine's Day mixer.

"Seeing all these historic places
made us feel immersed in the
city, and we were eager to learn
more and more every day."
-Bianca Vega

These months were a great time for act ivities for the
students. There were programs put on by the school as
well as student's own adventures otr campus with friends.

"Our goal for the
Valentine's mixer was to
build a long term
community, friendships,
and to deepen
connections in the spirit
iiiii=~ of Valentine's Day."
-Esme Campos

"There's no better way of showing your teammate how
much you care about them by hitting their back with a
paintball!'
-Jose Meza
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Special thanks to the Regis University
Climbing Team Photographer. Kerry Mullin
providing these
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Organizations
CLUB REFERENCE

Clubs

Tri-Beta is the Biology Honor Society on camp~s.
which specializes in both academics. and sc1ence
related service in the community. The club
sponsors a science club at a nearby elementary
school, and helps to sponsor other sCiencerelated events on campus. Additionally. Tri-Beta
provides opportunities for its members .to learn
and grow as scientists, and In their future
careers.
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fantastic way to de-stress
from the many exams and
papers that are part of
college life. Every week.
this dub meets to either
play hide-and-seek or
other games outdoors if
the weather permits. The
dub promotes both the
mental health of Regis
students and their physical
wellbeing.
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Even though the Club Volleyball
te3ITl at Regis University is very
new, they are thriving. The coaches
were surprised at the number of
girls that turned out this season.
Many of the team members also
work as referees at the nearby high
schools. Active in the community
and on the court, the Regis Club
Volleyball team is a wonderful way
for Regis students to spend their
time.

year. we as a staff had so much fun working together to
put the yearbook together. When things needed to get
done. they got done. but I have never enjoyed leading such a
fun group of people. The yearbook staff truly is amazing and
I really am going to miss being the editor-in-chief."
-Megan Seidenstricker
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Here is a look at photos students have taken over the
course of this school year. This is a way for students who
are not on the yearbook staff to add in their own pictures
they have taken themselves. With all of the hours we put
into studying, we can forget to take a moment to enjoy
ourselves and our surroundings, and to t ruly take in the
moment.
This page is for some of t he students
to share an experience that was in
someway profound to them and
possibly profound to more of us.
There are pictures from trips taken
with a Regis group, trips taken on
their own, and scenic pictures of
what the students saw. Although
this doesn't show everything t hat
happened on these t rips, it gives us
an idea of what was the mos t
profound things to them. This lets
us see with our own eyes what our
friends and classmates try to explain
to us, but sometimes the best way to express a moment is
in a picture.

"There really is nothing like
being able to catch a Greek
sunset just off the water
with the lively enviornment
around it."
-Krystal Patel

This page also features a sunset on the Regis campus,
which shows you don't need to travel too far to find
beauty in nature; sometimes what you are looking for can
be right in front of you.

Twas a good day to get sendy. and a good day to
skip class."
-Ryan Harris
(photo above)
"This picture was taken in the RV's on October 22
when there was an amazing sunset."
-Jesse Klitzke
(photo to the right)

"I took this picture on a day trip to the Garden_of
the Gods at the top of hill with this awesome .,;ew.
I like how you can see mountains. trees. and die ,
rock formation that is most prominent part to me.
-Kian Hartley
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"OAP took us to Delicate Arch in Arches
National Park for Sunset.•
-Jack Shoemaker
(Photo to the left)

"A piece by Giorgios Zoggolopoulos that stands right on the
boardwalk and is a miraculo us scene especially when the sun sets
behind the sculpture, and under t he umbrellas as an illusion, one of
my favori te places to stop at the boardwalk."
-Krystal Patel
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Em owe
"The experience was both challenging and
excit ing. I started the course having a broad
view of what it means to be a researcher.
All I knew at that point was the finished
prod uct (the paper, poster, presentation,
etc.) and I'd always wanted to know what it
felt like to publicly
present your work.

"Research is creating new
knowledge."

I never really considered
the grit of the process to
get there. So, the class was
complex and analytical, but also really
valuable fo r me. At the end, I felt like I had
really earned t he r ight to put o ur work on
the wall and talk about it . It was awesome
having my poster up t here. It exceeded my
expectations."
-Marie lzere

''All the dust in my life is academics
and work. That's why I create art.
When I create art, all of t hat dust is
wiped off. For the moment, while I
am expressing myself through
painting or any other form. I am
stress-free and happy. That's the
power of art."
-Emma Coleman

The purpose of 3rt is washing the d\Jst of dlJyfe
off our souls.
-Pablo Picasso
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Research Methods and Behavioral Statistics is
a two semester long class where students
become researchers. They learn what it takes
to submit a proposal, the qualifications of
being a researcher, how to conduct the
researcher. and how to analyze the data. The
final step of being a researcher! Presenting
your results. And that's exactly what our
students get to do.
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Two students in a biology class go out to a lake up in the mountains
in order to obtain samples for their research paper. Equipped with
waders, a net, glass containers, and their passion, these STEM girls
stepped into the frozen lake determined to collect their samples.
Nothing stopped these girls from acing their biology class.
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"I r~ally like teaching about drugs on the
brrun because it relates to my research. I
also really hke teaching topics that relate
t he most to the students. I find these
topics most relevant."
-Ashley Fricks-Gleason
Neuroscience professor

At Regis, we are lucky to have ceache11
that care about the students. Every
teacher on this page made a point of
speaking about their passion for teaching
students. These four faculty members in
different ways talked about how they enjor
getting to know students outside of the
classroom. They like to see growth from
us as students. And as we grow from what
they teach us, they also grow from insights
that we have as well. So remember, these
people are here for you the student.
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"In man~ res~ts, I became a life-long learner by
chance. I regtStered fo r a course titled Rhetoric and
Western Thought because it sounded cool. As an
under~aduate it changed the way I thought about
academics. Twenty years later, here I am."
-I_an Dawe, Communications Professo r and
Highlander Adviser

"The world is split up between facts and values. Values are
relegated to matters of opinion and religion is classifi ed as a
value. What I want to do is bring forth religious claims as fact
with a certainty that comes with scientific knowledge;
although, it is about matters that go beyond the sciences."
-Michael Baxter, Religious studies professor

"My favorite part of working at Regis is being able to teach the
students who are on the cusp of cha nging the world. I like to
get to know students outside of t he class and get to know what
they want to do with their lives."
-David Hicks, English Professor
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"I love the effort that the professors put into their jobs. It's truly a
passion that they teach with. and I am grateful for the opportunity to
be in such a position to learn from them."
-Angelo Nickele

.
. "The academic scene at Reg1s
IS truly. a. sight to see• Ieta Ione
partiCipate in. As such I fi d
b.
' In
emg a student at Regis to be
quite refreshing in light of
other schools."
-Demetra Stamus
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"I love being able to pursue what I want. If it's
art. lit, or politics, the range I experience
here is pretty awesome."
-Marirose Bernal

"My favorite part about class, is not being
spoken down to. That the professors
speak to you as a adult, and not as a child.
It really makes you feel, that yes, I am in
college."
- Isaiah Pramuk

Wome n in Business
• I was very excited to contribute to the Integrative core
since I believe it to be one of the key strengths of Regis. I
have a passion to understand and share the challenges that
women face in the workplace and since this is a topic that
to be understood needs different perspectives it was a
perfect fit. I have always been in awe of the women of
previous generations that fought so hard in the face of
great adversity to forge a path for women. T hen doing
research I discovered that
while women made amazing
"Over the years, I have seen Dr. Quijada's passion for
strides in the 70's, 80's and
teaching about the importance of women in business
90's, since then we have been
stuck and lit tle to no progress and it is such a pleasure being able to see her dreams
has been made to equality. We come true. It is an honor to be taking this class and
are plagued by institutional
learning how women have shaped the business world."
shortcomings, strong gender
-Megan
Seidenstricker
stereotypes, and overt sexism
that Limit our opportunities. I
felt I had to do something
about it, and this is how t he
Women in Business class came to be. I wanted to help
people understand where we are right now in terms of
equality in the workplace, what are some of t he obstacles
and the opportunities that are out t here. I want my
students to come out of the class with a deep
understanding of what it is like for women in the
workplace, and what t hey can do to help t hemselves and
others to succeed."
-Dr. Quijada
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The Honors program hosted its annual 60-second
. w h'lch a meaningful topic is presented to. an
lectures 1n
esteemed panel of deans/professors and they are given
· Th'IS Year's quest1on
. I"
60 seconds to lecture on the top1c.
was, "How do we have difficult conversations.
Jibin Abraham, 60-second lecture facili~tor, n.oted "It's
humbling to see that despite our own hfe stones, there
are always emotions and knowledge we sha~e tha~
define our human expenence.

"The best part about being in the Regis Honors Program is being able to study With like-minde d individuals Wit h vasdy
different opinions and great insights on our journey ahead." -Anjehca Bautista
"I always appreciate coming back to my honors class to get in that quality nerd time that w e're always lookmg for •

-L1zzy Plender
"Honors offers me a safe space to talk about very poignant and intricate subjects, all through a lens that focuses
conversation and prompts analysis. I really missed my cohorts and all of OlJr co nversations that semtnar allow ed!"
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-Demetra Stamos
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"I could not have survived college without the
many friends I have made in the Honors Program."
-Bridgett Courtois

Each year Regis welcomes 40 new students into its
Honors Program, designed to bring together a
community of young scholars committed to making the
most out of their college experience. Dr. Tom Bowie,
previous director of the honors program and our current
Academic Dean, states that, "any honors program should
challenge a student academically, but we want to
challenge a student academically, personally, emotionally,
and spiritually- across all dimensions of the whole
person."
The Commitment Program also welcomes new students
each year. These
students are motivated
"We want to challenge a
by deep curiosity and
work diligently to hone
student academically,
their skills and deepen
their educational
personally, emotionally, and
experiences. Studen ts in
spiritually." -Dr. Tom Bowie
the program choose to
be members of a
community of peers who
share common values
and support one anot her in their academic goals. They
care about their communit ies and work to make a
difference.
Both of these unique learning environments bring
students closer together in a way that most would never
have thought possible. Extended families are formed, and
many students are often nostalgic about the first time
they all met in Honors or Commitment to begin their
journey of discovering what Regis University is all about.

"The Honors Program creates a community where
it's easy to make friends in and out of the
classroom." -Lorenzo Patti

Around the
World

Studying abroad changed me as ape
rson, and "".
m a whole new world really alloWe1j ~~
experience that world outside of the bubb~ lrtt~~
the United States • ~ __ !hat s

..,_ ptaii1Je

"I ~s so grateful to immerse myse~ in aSpan
speakmg country. And the hiking in South IS\.

Regis Study Abroad programs provide our students access
to academically rigorous and culturally immersive
opportunities worldwide. Study abroad allows students to
be a part of something bigger than themselves or their
immediate community. It allows them to strengthen their
academic, intellectual, and professional development
through a semester abroad. Regis students can study
almost anywhere t heir heart desire, with students in the
past year being placed in Italy, Peru, Morocco, Greece,
South Africa, South Korea, Ghana, Scotland, and so much
more! Students find the study abroad experience
completely worth their time and effort, as many attest to
the fact that it is a learning experience they will never
forget.

"I am beyond privileged to
have had my study abroad
experience in Greece."
-Krystal Patel

Krystal Patel, a junior who studied abroad in Greece this
fall says, "I don't regret a single thing about study abroad
and am beyond privileged to have had this experience! I
would do anything to relive it all over again." Emily Perez
who studied abroad in Peru last spring attests that study
abroad was the most exciting, scary and rewarding
experiences of her life. She was able to see Machu Picchu
(a wonder of the world), hike a nearly 18,000-foot
rainbow mountain, walk through thousand-year-old
ruins, learn the culture which included eating guinea pig,
celebrate Carnival, a nd help people through her work at
the Mac Salud Medical Clinic all during her semester in
Peru. It's clear that whether you 're looking for
adventure, a place to learn a new language, or a new place
to reflect upon your future plans, Regis study abroad
programs are an invaluable experience to our students!

"I studied abroad at Glasgow University in
Scotland, UK. It was one of the most
exciting times of my life and I can't wait to
return someday."
-Ali Ward

"I studied abroad in Morocco during the
Spring '17 semester, and my favorite
memory was making a friend on the Hello
Talk app before I left for Morroco and
actually meeting her for lunch while visiting
Tangier. We're still in contact a year after
first chatting on the app! " -Kate Penick
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is unreal!' ·Jack

~

- - - - - - - - - - • "Dear Cape Town, thanks for the laughs, the
lessons. and tears too. I hope to meet you again

"Within four short months in Peru, I gained a new
family. so many friends from around the country,
and I learned how to be comfortable being
uncomfortable."
-Emily Perez

"The best part of my internship at the Tennyson Center for
Children was also the hardest. It was tough saying goodbye to
the kids when their treatment was complete. But it was amazing
to see them make progress and get to the point where they
could transition back into public schools."
-Alex Gallegos

"Working at Congresswoman DeGette's office has been
an amazing experience. I have learned a ton about how
legislation is formulated, introduced, and passed. I have
heard first hand the worries and fears that people in
Denver bring with them to the office and over the
phones. They expanded my professional network by
linking me up with the Washington D.C. office and
telling me about the great career opportunities that
await me after I complete Law School."
-Nick Stefa

College is a fantastic place where you are groomed
for the real world, in not only being able to sumve,
but thrive in both your professional and personal
life. Regis, gives students the opportunity to take
these lessons and move a little faster, to get their
feet wet in an industry that one day they will play
a critical rule in. In doing so, they are provided
with opportunities to effect the real world.
Allowing them to act in real time, from startups
right here in Denver, to capitol
"Participating in the internship
hill in Washington DC. These
roles don't just provide
program at Regis has given me
professional and personal
so many experiences I wouldn't growth, but work to enrich one's
education right here on campus.
get in a classroom setting."
The faculty and staff of the
-Trevor Dubois
Academic Internships offices
work tirelessly to provide the
best opportunities for not only
the futures of the student, but
the here and now, allowing them
to grow to their best ability. As such, those of you
taking the time to read this, should also consider
taking the time to stop down at the internship
offices and pay Melinda Taylor and Margaret
Mailander a visit, and see what's out there.

INTERNSHI
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"I think the academic internship office has
been great to work with!Since I am disabled,
they have been working with me, and
potential internship prospects, to help
facilitate a conversation and accommodate
my needs to the best of their abilities so that
they can help me be successful."
-William Beaudoin

Den er

~/

Scholarshi

FOUN

DATION

"The Blue Bench, where I serve as a Research
Inte rn, is a non-profit in the Denver metro area
provides support for survivors and secondary
survivors of sexual-based violence. A component
of my internship is completing a 40-hour training
for The Blue Bench's 24-Hour Sexual Assault
Hotline ( 1-888-394-8044). This training was
invaluable because it gave me the tools to support
survivors in both a professional and personal
capacity."
-Claire Swann
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SENIOR THESIS & CAPSTONE

~apstone

Bridgett Courtois

My thesis is about Colorado fourteen~rs, peaks ov~r 14,000 feet in
. n and the high level of ecological destructron t hat they are
e1evat·10 cing
,
with the increasing number of people w h o hike t b em. 1t also
expenen
· al '"'_
hi
1· ·
· 1 des a grant proposal I submitted to Natwn '-=ograp c out mmg a
rnc
u
f
2
8
hi
b
·
. s rch proiect to be conducted in the summer o 01 w c rums at
re ea
J
r
Hiki
assessing the extent of anthropogeni~ im~act~ on 1 0urteene~s.
ng .
fourteeners is one of my biggest passwns m hfe, so I see therr preservation
as highly essential. My thesis not only will increase awaren~ss of the
ecological issues faced by Colorado fourteeners but also outline what steps
we should take to protect them for years to come. As I head ofT to medical
school after I graduate, having written this t hesis will demonstrate my
proficiency in conducting scientific research as well as my passion for
things outside of t he world of medicine.

Garrett Jones
My thesis aims to propose new ways in which we can think about modem
science, modern cosmology a nd modern genetics i.n particular, in such a way
as to maintain a sen se of meaning and purpose without falling one way or
another, to Naturalism or to Religion. And it's has been really tough to do
that because this whole project is r eally a personal exploration for me, trying
to figure out the meaning of my life. Needless to say I have hit writer's block
several times and my brain has been hurting thinking about all this stuff for
the last semester or so. But as chal lenging as it has been, it has been a really
rewarding experience to be a ble to reflect on my life and my place as both a
scientist and a human in this univer se.

Jibin Abraham
At the precipice of a new er a in healthcare in the developed world, one
where _most de~isions may soon be heavily influenced by genetics, the
p~tenbal for d1sruptio~ in t he medical field is significant. The development
o CRIS~R technology m recen t years has much excitement and hype
aro~nd rts possible utilization , and rightly so, as it may hold the key to
pl~~mg new long-lasting t r eatm ents i n our reach, including applications to
mrtJgate ~r r esolve antibiotic resistance - an issue that is quickly outpacing
our capacrty to address it. My thesis intends to suggest a possible
framework
and gener alt.rme 1me
· r10r t h e development and rmplementatron
·
·
f
° C~IS~R-b~sed solutions to the problem of antibiotic resistance, and its
possrble rmphcations in global healthcare.
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Alexa Carroll
C~pstone will he_
l p b_u ild strong skills such as interpersonal, oral and

written comn:urucatwn and public presentations. This will h elp your
future because It allows for growth throughout the entire semester and
. beyon d. This class will ~so help a college student recognize their
accomplishments and how to contmue succeeding. You can use capstone to
figure out graduate school or what profession to pursue. We work on
projects in groups and individually in order to build our team managemen t
skills. We will give our last presentation of our college careers in t his class
and it will be so exciting to know what we h ave accomplished over the last
four years. Capstone will help with my fu t ure by helping me search for my
passions and figure out what I am good at.

Katelyn Esparza
In our capstone class, we are working on establishing and maintaining a
professional n etwork. We have also focused a lot of attention on
developing a holistic understanding of how our degree will serve us when
we enter the working world. I think that t he capstone course will help me
in my future by giving me the tools I need to pursue careers t hat I can
thrive in. I also feel that it has taught me to ask important questions to
ensure that the careers I seek out are t ho~~:: lhal a re truly strong matches
with my skill sets and my aspirations. Regis has been instrumental in
making me t he woman I am today. It is at Regis that I have had countless
opportunities to lead my community, grow my sense of self and experience
true curiosity. I am so thankful for all of th e relationsh ips I have created
with my peers, faculty and staff, all of whom have supported me in this

Tiffany Lam
The Business Capstone was based on everything we learned from marketing to
management to finance. It was t he summarization and preparation to being the
best businesswoman I could be. I did my team project on Columbia Sportswear
because we wanted to do something fun. We learn ed about how a company like
Columbia was one of the most successful sportswear company out there. I
honestly thought t he class was going to be hard, but Professor Wheaton took
my team and I through the steps one by one and help me through it all. By the
end of the class, I had two huge projects to finish up. My corporate a nalysis,
which was based on Columbia Sportswear, and a per sonal analysis, which was
based on myself. I wasn 't so sure as to what I would write about in regards to
myself, but looking at the prompt, I tried my best at it. Professor Wheaton had
us write a report on what we wanted in the future or what we wanted to see
ourselves do in the fu ture. I wasn 't the most confident in writing this because I
was thinking too far and since being a senior hadn' t quite hit me yet. Mter
writing the report, it made me realize who I was and where I wanted to be;
what I want to do a nd wh at I wanted t o have done/fulfilled by the time I turned
a certain age. It was more eye opening and it certainly made me want to work
even harder for what I wanted to accomplish .
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some
some of t hat, hopefully finding a way to
be compassionate. Maybe I'll travel,
write, and read, teach English while
learning Chinese, or make some
documentaries. I don 't want success or
to help or please, but t o live in a
differentiated world by connecting you " I think for me, the fut ure holds a lot
of different opport unit ies. I am not too
limited. My plans for the future are to
get a career. I want t o go both
professionally and personally in life. I
am looking forward to what t he fut ure
has in store."
-Katie Harrington

"After graduation, I am applying to
medical school wit h aspirations of
becoming a m edical examiner .
Through t his li ne of work, I hope to
bring justice to t hose who have had
injust ices enacted u pon them."
-Sarah P ribil

to begin my
career in Wellness programs to promote
"Moving forward, I intend to continue
health and wellness, physically,
on to grad uate school in England for a
spiritually, and mentally. I then hope to
PhD in history. I hope to one day
attend an Occupational Therapy
become a professor of history teaching
program and fur ther my education. My
war studies and t he Holocaust,
plans for t he future are nerve racking,
hopefully here at my alma mater."
approaches, I am
but I am also thrilled to begin the next "As
-Joshua Madrid
what is next. Right now, I plan to work for a
adventure!"
couple years while I study for the LSAT.
My hope is to attend law school in 2020. In
the meantime. I would love start coaching
softball at my old high school again.
Leaving Regis is going to be hard because it
is such a special place, but I'm definitely
going to be back to visit! "
Hernandez

"After graduation I am going to
and gain some research experiti:t!.l
am hoping to apply to mEdica]
in the future and I hope the futurn:
be full of continued friendslups. f·
success and adventures!'
- Alexis Griego

.

"I'm working as a certified nursing
assistant for a year and t hen going to
school to be a physicians assistant."
-Shelby Crumley

"Once 1 graduate I'mgonna catch lljl
on my sleep. Maybe I'll even get ap
or something."
-Nathan Peterson

"After graduation , I am taking a gap
year and applying to medical school. In
t he meantime, I 'll be starting a new job
~ a_ Medtcal Assistant for a cardiology
chmc at S t. Ant hony's Hospital or a
Pediat ric clinic at Presbyterian 'st.
"I plan on taking a gap year to gain
Luke's
Medical Center."
.
of school
"When I graduate, I hope to break out
more expenence
outs"d
t e
_..;,,
-Sarah Seiwald
· shado•...,.
o~the unpaid internship cycle, and find
work(community se~ce,
1111gt<
a JOb t ha t pays me for my services."
interning, etc.) then I II be app y
-Meredith Cooke
dental schools."
-Ashanti J ohnson
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To InfinitYJ
WHAT'S NEXT SENIORS?

eyond

"I am Health and Exercise Science major
here at Regis University and an alumni
'After graduating from Regis, I will be
of the women's soccer team. Next year I
working for a fmancial services firm
will be pursuing my doctorate in
called TIAA. l plan to pursue an MBA
physical therapy at Mayo Clinic School
as well as other fmancial certifications
of Health Sciences in Rochester, MN. I
such as the CFP to develop my
am very excited to take the next steps in
professional career in the areas of
"After 4 years of hard work in the Peace
my educational journey and am so
wealth management.'
"After graduation, I plan to work
M incredibly grateful for all that Regis
and Justice Major I am giving myself a
-Corbin Atwell
gift of one year in between graduation
everyday toward the common good. Y University has done for me.'
·
and Law School. My future will take a
plan is to engage across lines of
pause where l hope to get involved
• • • • difference in culture, religion, and
Anti-Human Trafficking Noncircumstance with the power of
and continue to perfect my
interfaith dialogue and community
of t he Spanish language. From
building. My first step is to sharpen my
I plan to complete Law-School
lobbying skills with my internship and
I will then use that platform to
engage my power to affect legislative
continue to combat Human Traffickin g
change. I hope to live everyday with
for as long as I live. Paz y J usticia."
love and a fire for justice."
-Courtney Bargas
-Isabel Wolf

"My dreams of becoming a physician
are well on the way as I am doing
research at Children's Hospital
Colorado and plan to further my
education with a Registered Nurse
degree. I hope to always be a lover of
learning and help others find their
meaning and potential in the world
through my work in medicine."
-Ann Giesenhagen

"After graduation I want to go on to
get my masters in either music or
theology, and work towards a PhD in
one of the two disciplines. The end goal
in my life is to write, perform, and
teach, maybe at a University! Along
the way I hope to spend some time
working for service corps and
conservation corps, and continue to
expand my worldview while contin uing
to wrestle with Regis' favorite
q uestion: "How ought we to live?"
-Jorge Palacios Jr.

I plan to go into biology research.
-Sherlynn
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"I am going to graduate school to get a
PhD in chemistry. I hope that lets me
find a job in research or academics
after."
-Vu Nguyen
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"My favorite part about being the Landscape Manager is
seeing the Regis Community enjoying our landscape areas
such as classes held outside, outdoor athletic events.
Arboretum tours, and students sitting in the Commons."
-Reginald Wagner
AB students we all have come to know and appreciate our

our favorite professors, the faculty members we see on a
daily basis. However, what we often forget is the fact that
there are hundreds of employees at Regis who work
behind the scenes to make our school the place we know
and love. From Reginald Wagner, our landscaping
maintenance manager, to Glenn Babcock, executive chef
at Bon Apetite, to Conan McCoy, our driver for Father
Woody's Service Projects, these "Humans of Regis ," nonacademic employees, all have a great impact on our
campus. These Humans of Regis have shared what they do
on a typical day on
the job as well as
"For Father Woody, the
their favorite part
of working at our
result [of service] is more
University.
Reginald Wagne r,
immediate and that is
what makes R egis
rewarding."
such a great place
to work is its
-Conan McCoy
strong family ties.
He says, "These
days, the best part about working at Regis would be
having my son Devin Wagner attend Regis and gain a
great education while being able to enjoy all t he fruits of
our labor over the years in landscape and Physical Plant."
For Conan McCoy, who starts his day with getting a van a t
physical plan and driving to the Father Woody workshop
to take students to work at shelters and schools his job ·
extremely rewarding. While he says that allJ'ob~ pro ·d I S
.
"fi Fh
Vlea
service, or at er Woody, the result is more imm di t
d' ..
e a e
.
an d th a t IS rewar mg. It becomes clear after getting to
know our our. faculty
t
. h and staff that Regis could n o t say
up an d runmng w1t out each and every one of th e m 1.

"The most enjoyable part of
rny day ft
across campus in the mo rmng
.
. · • a er walking
15
the Father Woody's stud
'
Interacting with
ents and
ff
positive, in the rnomen
sta · They are
-Conan McCoy Fath t, and optimistic."
'
er Woody's Driver
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As the Executive Chef at Bon Appetite, Glenn Babcock manages a team of 40 embloyees, writes menus, works with
local farmers and artistans to bring Colorado-based companies to their accounts, and his day starts as early as 4:30 am!
By I0:45 each day Chef is putting up lunch food, checking for quality and accuracy, and making last minute adjustments
as needed. He may spend some PM hours working with a cook on t raining o r bringing a new concept to fruition.
However, he is usually out by 7:30pm in time for reading with his daughter before bed.
"Truthfully, I really enjoy the team of people I work with. It's great to see some of the amazing passion and talent we've
assembled travel." -Chef Glen Babcock

The Regis Landscaping team has many jobs students
aren't aware of. From installing all concrete and
asphalt. trash removal, to parking lot signage, they
are always busy w ith a new project.
They are also responsible for maintaining a tree
farm north of the Softball Field that contains nearly
I 00 young trees that are not common to our area.

Humans
of Regis
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·n Assistant Director of
"My favorite part about bel ~e Students! I like the
Wellness and Rec are
d nts have. After
.
h all of the stu e
ft" g or whatever
energy and 1deas t at . .
··
k chmbmg, ra In •
a day of skung, roc
d ts have pushed
. . I l"k to see how stu en
..
the actiVIty, I e
themselves.
-Brian Anderson

"Being with students in the outdoors is the best part of my
job. Students are different from inside the classroom to
outside having fun on a trip; It is
great to see a 'real' side of them and have fun ."
-Brian Anderson. Assistant D irector of Well ness and Rec
Wellness and Rec is always looking for Regis students to
get the word out about their programs. We are accessible
to all ability levels and have all d ifferent types of trips. Just
let everyone know that we are here for ALL students."
-Brian Anderson
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Humans
of Regis
Many of our Regis faculty and staff members have
interesting jobs and hobbies outside of Regis. For
example, Professor Kirby who teaches politics classes
such as Constitutional Law, Courts and the Judicial
Process, and International Law, is also a Federal Judge
employed by Adams County. He brings in his real world
experiences in the court room to teach his law classes
which many of his students find enriched by this first~
hand knowledge. Judge Kirby is also the faculty advisor
for the pre-law club, Res
Judicata, and has led
"Judge Kirby gave us the
various field trips to his
courthouse where
amazing opportunity to sit
students have gotten to
witness trials in real
in on a real life trial. It was
time. He is a Navy vet,
has been practicing Law
pretty much the best day of
since 1994, and a judge
since 2009. Res Judicata my life. "
student president, Sarah
Murtada, attended one of
Judge Kirby's field trips
and found the experience
extremely applicable to her future career path. She says
that, "it isn't every day that pre-law students get to
experience it what its like to be in a courtroom setting on
a daily basis. We are very greatful that we have Judge
Kirby as a mentor who has been in this industry for so
long. It makes class all the more worthwhile."

-COURTNEY BARGAS

The staff of the Campus Safety Office works
incredibly hard by taking care of criminal
investigations, providing emergency medical care,
and even providing safety escorts if anyone ever
feels unsafe on campus. Even though Sergeant
Elliot's job is potentially dangerous, he remarks
that. "Regis University has been a very good place
fo r me to finish my career. The students and staff
have been very good. I enjoy the freedom of riding
the bike around campus and greeting folks."
Sergeant Bob Badovinac agrees wholeheartedly,
saying that his favorite thing about the job is "the
people. It's a great experience to meet people
fro m all around the world."

and the
get
to work with in the Center for Career and Professional
Development. I think what I love most about Regis is
the history we share. Like an old friend, Regis has had
this way of popping in and out of my life continually
over the past three decades. -Lori Miller
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"We have two functions, one: the
inactive administrative files of
Loretto heights and Regis, and
the other are collections of
papers, records, memorabilia
that support the curriculum . For
example, we have a fabulous
African art collection, we have
classes come, such anthropology,
and history classes. So it's an
intellectual contribution to
Regis, that is also filing and
recording for the
administration."
Elizabeth Cook, University
Archivist

"It's really humbling to know
that hundreds of people
work behind the scenes to
ensure my education"
-Matt Faas

When talki ng t o t he faculty that would otherwise be
hidden, looked over, or unknown, there's a surprising
amount of awareness not only to their place in the
eye of the universities public, but to the success and
improvement of the students. Regardless of t he
department, be it Physical Plant, Records and
Archives, or UMin, the vested interest in the success
of the student is of the highest priority. Seeing
students not only succeed, but flourish, has rewarded
the staff in more ways than can b e described. But one
thing that goes unnoticed is th e commitment that the
departments make to the students, but the services
provided fall by the wayside.
The work that each one goes through to ensure that
students can have a normal day is unbound. Physical
plant tirelessly takes care of t he ever working
machine that is our university, and Archives and
Records ensures ease of access to historical texts and
rare books for the r esearch of n ot only the student
body, but the world. The work t hat Umin, specifically
Interfaith, goes through to make every religion and
creed feel at home on our campus is vital to the
function of the university. An average student may
not even notice the amount of effort that goes into
these tasks, but together, these departments make
the success of not only the student body, but the
university as a whole possible.

Hu~nans

of Regis
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'"The reality of the college is. 40% of the
student body subscribes to Catholicism. But
when you're talking about 60% of the student/
staff that identifi es as something else, r find it
disingenuous to commit all of our eff01ts to
Catholic programming. But what interfaith
does is it c reates a space open to gather and
speak to what each of us believe."
Ken Phillips, Associate University Minister
for Ecumenical & interfaith Programs

-··
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Tom Leininger is a Religious Studies professor at Regis University. H e came upon
Regis because his brother and family were located in Colorado Springs, Colorado
during the 1990s and he wanted to be near them. It was important to him to work
at a Catholic university because he strongly believes in the Catholic mission. He was
given the opportunity to direct Regis' Catholic Studies program while concurrently
teaching religious studies. He believed that Regis was a perfect fit for his beliefs, not
only in the Catholic mission, but also in the
Jesuit interpretations of Catholic traditions.
"I believe we ought to live by
Through teaching at Regis, Leininger stated
questioning/ searching for
that he has "grown as a teacher in a
community of really good people, both
fullness of life for ourselves and
students and colleagues." H e says he has also
others, while also being able to
engaged more deeply in the big questions
talked about in class. One being, "How ought
enjoy the present moment."
we to live?" H e states, " I believe we ought to
-TOM LEININGER
live by questioning/ searching for fulln ess of
life for ourselves and others, while also being

" Religio n remains ext remely imporunt
fo r how many people find meaning and
purpose. and how we live together in
society. D ialogue will be crucial to
negot iat ing to our increasing religious
diver sity."
-T om Leininger

able to enjoy the present moment." Leininger states that he believes "the role of
religion and the way in which people are viewing religion have changed. Religion
remains extremely important for how many people find meaning and purpose, and
how we live together in society. Dialogue will be crucial to negotiating to our
increasing religious diversity. The role as a religious studies professor ties over into
his life outside the classroom and into the many things he enjoys doing, such as, hot
yoga, cycling, hiking, reading, film and culture events, and traveling. He is able to use
is idea of religion to impact the way he lives his life on a daily basis. Leininger has
been able to help the Regis community grow in a way where students are able to
find their rel igious calling.

Humans
of Regis
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Congrats to the class of 2021 !! We wish you the best of luck in the
years ahead at Regis and that you help define how we "ought to live."

'Many people talk to me when they are experiencing
something difficult or tragic. It is not possible to
prepare for every type of event so I don't expect
anyone to have a "best response," but
communication is key. Trust your instincts. If you feel
something isn't quite right, ask yourself what seems
out of place and let us know. The only thing I don't
l1ke
· b ·IS watch'1ng people .1n pain, knowing
m about
. . mYJO
~ ablhty to help 1s very limited. I can only do this
1 because God cares for and protects this
community far better than I can."
·Heather Reed, Campus Safety Communications
Oflker

Campus Safety at Regis is incredible service-oriented team, which provides care and
assistance for the university students, staff, faculty, and community members. Campus
Safety officers spend all day, every day, making sure that the Regis community is safe
and secure. Many students are unaware of the fact that Campus Safety is available
twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, every day of the year, even on holidays. The
staff of the Campus Safety Office works incredibly hard by taking care of criminal
investigations, providing emergency medical care, and even providing safety escorts if
anyone ever feels unsafe on campus. Sergeant
"I enjoy the freedom of riding
Don Elliot takes his duty of keeping the
students of Regis safe very seriously, saying
the bike around campus and
that "The students and staff must realize that
this is a dangerous part of the city. It's
greeting folks."
important that we have the necessary tools to
-SERGEANT DON ELLIOT
provide necessary protection for the officers
as well as the community." Even though
Sergeant Elliot's job is potentially dangerous,
he remarks that, "Regis University has been a
very good place for me to finish my career. The students and staff have been very good. I
enjoy the freedom of riding the bike
A typical day as a Campus Safety around campus and greeting folks."
II
.
b shift Most of our Sergeant Bob Badovinac agrees
.
wholeheartedly, saying that his favorite
OffiJeer vanes y
duties are very routine such as key thing about the job is "the people. It's a
·
1 k' and unlocking the great experience to meet people from a11
serVICeS, OC mg
around the world." Because Campus Safety
Campus. Midnight shift will check works so hard to maintain the safety of all
s to make sure of the people on campus, Sergeant
every d oor on campu
Badovinac urges students and staff to
that they are locked. However we "please call if you see anything unusual.
· d d re a red Don't ever take things into your own
must always be trame an P P
hands or handle anything that you don't
II
for the unexpecte d . know what it is. Always give Campus
S
t Bob Badovinac Safety and other public safety (Police, Fire
- ergean
and EMT's) room to do their jobs. Please
assist if asked."
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What does the runner's high feel like to you1

"Losing all feeling in your body and forgetting !hat
you are running and being in the moment and
feeling faster than you thought you were before
the high."
- Vincent Frazier

This past season Kian Hartley and
his teammates had the opportunity
to run in the dreary town of
Chadron, Nebraska for the Rocky
Mountain Athletic Conference
championship. With "50 mph
winds at the start of the race."
Hartley recounts this race as one of
the toughest running conditions
he's experienced this season. Though the race was
freezing cold, that didn't stop Hartley from performing
his best. His passion for running and the team is "like
an addiction" he says. From his earliest years running
races with his mom, to his running career as a Regis
student, Hartley notes his presence on the team as one
of his "greatest accomplishments."
Continued on page 105

"It's one of the best feelings for me...it's coming
off something that's really painful, really difficu~
and once you recover from that physical~ and
mentally it's really rewarding."
- Scott Kordziel
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For much of Hartley's running career he
never believed he was never good enoug h to
compete at the collegiate level. He ran side
by side boys in high school who were plain
o ut faster than him, but that didn't matter
when it came o his passion for running.
After accomplishing some of hi best times
hi s senior year of high chool, he took the
leap and is now completing 8k's as a better,
more defined runner.
No matter how difficult or strenuous a race,
like the one in Nebraska, Hartley attests hi s
experience as a need - thi s want - to continue
running. He say if it weren't for running he
gets " really antsy or upset." But the best part
for any runner is the infamo us runner's hig h
that coincides with it. In the words of Kian
Hartley, ''The world almost seems brighter.
I'm happy. Everything that is at school or
going on in that moment in time, melts
away. AJI that's left i me and the run."

I play socce r because I love it and
because of the opportun ities it provides
me to meet people w ho wi ll be family for
t he rest of my life
-Porter Milner

"I play soccer because it's a sport that I've played
my entire life and it's something that I truly love to
do. It's become a part of who I am and I'm thankful
for every moment that I get to play. Being part of
the Regis Soccer Team h as only fueled the passion I
have for the sport. We are a talented group t hat h as
had a fairly decent season this year but have grown
together as a team
' u~· t to K~:ep u
throu ghou t t he
entire season.
Together we have
bounced back from
injuries, losses,
and adversity. We have been faced with
circumstances beyond our control t ime after time
this season, but we still have fough t to keep our
season alive and overcome all th ese challenges.
Despite all t he misfortune, our team was able to
qualify for the RMAC tournament where we hope to
make a run for an NCAA qualification and
eventually a national title."
-Parker Klein
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MEN'S SOCCER

Sc:uealliling

Being able to receive the armband as a sophomore this
year had to be one of my favorite moments. Nothing is
better then having the ability to step on the pitch
everyday doing the thing you love with the people you
care the most for.
-Colton Hefty
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"Being on the soccer team has made
Regis my home away from home. Having
a group of girls that support you no
matter what and a coaching staff that
genuinely cares about your well-being
makes all the long hours of commitment
more than worth it. I can't imagine my
last three years without this team and
this sport."
-"'"1r• ~>v DeVries

"I am in~redibly grateful for these past four
years ?laymg for this program. This team and
my semor class wi ll always have a special place
in my heart."
-Maggie Saras
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One Team
It was our fres hman year. We were playing against Colorado School of
Mines, a team Regis had lost to for three consecutive years. We got on
their field, and the energy of the team was electric. We were ready to
play. The first haJf was exciting, with shots flying on both sides of t he
field, but none were leading to the go-ahead goaJ.The second haJf
became a defensive battle, with each team fight ing tooth and nail to
deny the other a chance to score. We
ended the init iaJ ninety minutes 0-0,
"Mickie Piechowski made a
leading us to overtime. For collegiate
brilliant run entering inside the
soccer, overtime is won by the team
who scores the first goaJ, deemed the
18-yard-box and hammering
"golden goaJ." Wit h five min utes
home the game-winner."
remaining on the clock, Mickie
P iechowski made a brilliant run
entering inside the 18-yard-box and
hammering home the game-winner. Ecstatic, the entir e team raced
onto the field , including head coach JB Belzer, and dog-piled on top of
a trembling and eu phoric Mickie to celebrate what was one of t he
biggest wins in program history.
-Our Women 's Soccer Seniors

' Being part of the women's soccer team
at Regis is a blessing. The bond and love
we have for each other makes us fami ly.
It's the number one reason why we have
had an outstanding season this year!"
-Chevonne John

"The Regis women's soccer team is
incredibly unique in that it is the only
team I have ever been on where a
teammate's individual success is
celebrated by 26 o t her women as if it
were her own. I am so hono red to be
part of such a cohesive group of so~e of
the kindest women I have ever met.
-Kat Seebeck

This season, has been one to remember!
Although we have a small team, we are very
strong in all aspects of the game and it's
pays off for us! It's been incredible to play
on such a successful and close team! It's
been a very exciting season and still have so
much to prove and so many opportunities!
-Kelsey Green

This year has been really cool because we
are a completely new and small t eam wit h
a new head coach, but we play really well
together so we've been able to be really
successful so far. All of the girls genuinely
care about each other and we have a cool
new culture amongst the team.
-Kristen

Dig, Set ,
VOLLEYBALL

Last year in the NCAA tournament, we played
Tarleton in the first round, were up 2 sets to 0, t hen
lost to them in five. It prematurely ended our season
and lots of our then Senior's careers. This year we
got a new head coach and coaching staff, and we are
a completely new team than last year with a bunch
of new faces and talents. All preseason, we were
preparing to play many teams, but you could tell our
main focus was on playing and beating Tarleton. The
day of the match, we were all so excited and ready to
prove ourselves. Being the first home game of the
season, our emotions were running high. The game
itself was evenly matched, we were fighting for every
point and every ball, but at the end of the game, we
came out the victors. This spoke volumes to how
much we have improved over the past year and how
good we could be if we worked hard enough. I believe
that that match set us up for the future success we
have had as a program this year, because it provided
us the confidence we needed to believe that we are a
good team and we can compete at a high level
against other strong teams.

Being on a team is one of the best things you
could ask for. You don't need to like your
teammates to win, but if you do, you have
found a new family. Here, at Regis, I found
mine .
-Silvia Basso

T his season has been incredible. You can tell as a player
when we walk on to the court we are all on the same
wavelength and are ready to battle whatever is in front
of us. My favorite game wou ld have to be the one
against Tarl eton when we won in 5 sets. We lost to
t hem last year in the N CAA tournament and it showed
us that we could be as great as we wanted to be, as
long as we were will ing to work for it! It has been one
of the most compet itive and successful seasons I have
ever been apart of and I don't want it to end!
-Maddie Labo r
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Golf is a part of who I am and I
couldn't imagine not playing at t he
collegiat e level.
-Eliza Lo ranzo

"The CWGA Match play tournament at Buffalo Run Golf
Course in Commerce City was a four-day tournament
with 18 being played the first day, as stroke play, to be
placed into different flights. I s hot a 75 which lead me to
be in t he Championship Flight and was the only Division
Two golfer amongst all the Division One players. The
rest of the days were match play and on the second day
we played 36 holes of match play, and if you won the first
match, you would play a different person for the second
18. I beat a player from Montana State and then, during
t he second round of 18, I beat a player from Denver
University. The third day was the semi-finals of just one
match play rou nd of 18 and I ended up beating t he
number one player from Montana State on the last hole.
This was one of the most fun holes of golf I have ever
played. It was a par 5 that had a blind tee-shot that had
bunkers on the right and then doglegged to the left. It
then had water on the left side of the fairway from about
150 yards out and I hit a perfect drive that left me about
200 yards out and I was in-between clubs. So I chose to
go for the groon in two and I ended up hitting the green.
I had a weird lie where I had to putt through the rough
but I couldn't use my putter so I grabbed my 4 hybrid
and pu tted it through the grass and got it about 4 feet
away from the hole and ended up birding the hole to win
t he round. The fmal day was a 36 hole, match play round
where I competed against a player from the University of
Houston and it was a long and t iring round where she,
unfor t unately, beat me 5 and 3 (5 holes up with 3 holes
left to play so I had no chance to beat her) and I ended up
placing second. It really was a great way to end my day."
-Maddie Kern

"One of the most enjoyable games of
our season was one we played at
,jj.g .~ Colorado State U niversity Pueblo. We
~
were just coming off of a hard-fought
L......::.,._..:...:..::...::~"'--_....o.;..._..-il.#.;..-.....
victory over a good team in New
Mexico Highlands t h e night before,
but we were hungry for one more win
to complete our weekend. The first
half of the game was completely in our
favor. Our shots were falling in and
theirs were not. We went into
halftime with a 16-point lead. The
second half gets underway and the
tides turn. We begin to miss our shots
and they can't seem to miss. They put
the pressure on us and we began to
make mistakes that we didn 't make in
the first half. They were getting the
best of us. The game came down to
the wire and to the very last
possession. We are up 1 point with 6
seconds to go and they had possession
when our center makes a huge play
with a game-winning block. We all
raced to the locker room and
celebrated as if we had won a
championship. It was the best feeling."
-Roberto Reyes, #2

Dri

MEN'S BASKETBALL
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"My favorite part about being on the ~
t eam is having 12 instant friends. It is!'Ice
t o have a large group of girls you can
count o n."- She lby Espinosa

"I love how we always get
pumped up in the locker
room together to t he
team's one/same song
every game before we head
o ut to the court."- Chante
Chu rch

The Ranger s are off to a good start with a 59.6% shooting
average against New Mexico Hig hla nds U niversity. This
shooting percen tage has been t he highest of t he year, and
they easily defeated NMHU's shooting percentage. T hese
girls are on a roll and continue to take on o ther teams.
T he leads are out of this world and con t inue to make t his
team better and stronger .

"For certain rival games,
we get cheesecake if we
win. I love cheesecake
games!"- Morgan Ducklow

There is a t rue team dynamic that is establis hed amongst
t hese women , and you can see it on and off t he court. The
next few games have not looked much d iffe ren t whe n
looking at shoot ing percentages. Regis has certai nly not
wasted time when it comes to possession of t he ball,
starting out most games on the rig ht foot . These
possessions have ultima tely resulted in Regis leads, which
ha ve led to wins.
We may get defeated but after hal f time this team see ms
t o come out stronger a nd bet ter than ever, looking to
defeat t heir next team . The Rangers ha ve gone from being
down by four in one quarter to annihila tion of t he other·
team t he next. This team is truly an unstoppa ble force.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

oll
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"I wo.u ld say the overtime wins are my
favonte part of this season. Just being
able to stay together and know what we
n~ed. to do to win. It's a good feeling
wmnmg those types of games as weii!"Ma Sigler

""My favorite part would have to be the
girls. We are all so close and have great
chemistry with each other. They know
how to make you smile when you had a
rough day or just let you cry on their
shoulder. We are all so supportive of
each other and we are not afraid to
give some tough love when we need it.
It's just like a family where I have 12
other sisters, and I couldn't ask for
anything more." -McKenna Bishop
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"It's hard to beat a team that never gives up."
- Garrett Skillings
"No matter what we go through on the field, we
will always be prepared to compete."
-Zach Dedin
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lljiiiiiJIIii " My favorite part of being
on the team is. the
relationships with my
teammates and how we
are like a family:·
-Zach Dedin

"My favorite memory of being on the
team would be the last fall practice of my
junior year. There was snow on the
ground and we had our last conditioning
workout. We showed up to the field all
bundled up and ready to condition. We
thought we would have a fun last practice
and play football. Our hopes were raised
when we began running football routes to
warm up with coach throwing us the ball.
However, that was only a trick, we ended
up doing a very intense obstacle course in
the snow. Despite how hard it was, I look
back on that memory and remember how
hard we have worked to get to the
position we are at now, in which we are
able to compete for conference
championships and regional rankings.
That memory will always sit with me
because no matter what we go through on
the field, we will always be prepared to
compete."
-Zach Dedin

lis team is full of guys with some serious talent.
l the best part about being on this team is

:=:::.~u';:.u.~::""';" P

"I love being able to spend
time with my friends on the
field everyday."
-Noah Goatis

e anu ts

Crackerr
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"The softball team at Regis is absolutely amazing.
I've never met a group more caring and loving. Our
team is a family. I'm so thankful to have met them
and that we get to live out our goals and lives
together. I've made friendships here that w ill last
long after we hang up our cleats"
-Courtney Sexton

"Being able to play softball at a collegiate
level is such a blessing because 1get to play
at a highly competitive level with a group
of girls who love the sport as much as 1 do.
I love being able to be part of a big, happy
fam ily, and I know that no matter what
happens, these girls will always have my
back"
-Tori Brown.
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Sophomore laura Scheffel slides into
a base during a Regis home game.

The Regis Univer sity Softball team's season has had its ups and downs,
but overall h as had a great season so far. If all games this season are
included , the t eam has a 15-9 record , but the team has won 14 of their last
16 games, a nd has a r ecord of 10-2 moving forward in t he RMAC
Championships. Their current standing is third in the Rocky Mountain
Athletic Conference, and they have a r ecord of 10-2 moving forward after
three week s of conferen ce play. Often , the
"My team is full of hard
team dynamic is essen tial for winning games.
Macy Cox, a junior at Regis, said , "Being on
working, motivated, and
the soft ball team h as given me a group of
caring girls, and I wouldn't
girls who I can count on for anything. My
trade them for the world."
team is full of ha rd wor king, motivated, and
caring girls, and I wouldn' t t rade them for
-MACY COX
th e world. We love to win games a nd will go
above and beyond to win, but we never let
that get in the way of loving and caring for
each other . My favorite part about th e team is that no matter what
happens on the field, off t h e field we love each other and thank the sport
that gave u s lifelon g friendships and taught us the importance of work
ethic selflessn ess, a nd integrity." Macy an d her teammates work ethic and
inte~ity has paid off t hroughou t t heir season, especially in the most recent
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One of the many things that I have really loved
about being a part of this program for the past 3
years is seeing the team grow and succeed, both as
a whole as well as each individual player.
-Grace Rosenthal
Our team does a lot with the Walsh family through
Team Impact and that is probably my favorite and
most cherished part of being on the lacrosse team.
-Court Hudson

. part about being apart of the

t1yfavonte
is the support from every ~rson .
team
and the feeling of an 1mmed1ate
;!fOUnd me
farrily!

.fJVanek
Tht best part of the Jacr~sse team is being
part of afamily and wmmng.
.J(ane SchUmoeller

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

L

The Regis University Women's Lacrosse Team is
extremely unique in its strong bond between its players.
Teammates consider each other to be members of one big
family, and this connection shows in recent games. One
particularly memorable game for the team was last
season winning the RMAC tournament. They even made
history by going to the NCAA tournament for the flrst
time in Regis History! Katie Schilmoeller, a sophomore
player on the team, speaks to this great game, stating
that, "The most memorable game was beating
Lindenwood in the RMAC Championship. We have a
strong group of girls with a really great senior class."
Regis Women's Lacrosse entered a tournament in
Baltimore over spring break with a 4-2 record. They
battled the Grand Valley State University Lakers with
both teams scoring 15 goals during the regulation game
period. However, the Regis girls didn't give up as the
team entered overtime. Sophomore Ali Vanek scored the
game-winning goal with only 28 seconds le ft on the
overtime clock. Vanek and freshman Elle Crawford were
subsequently named Rocky Mountain Athletic
Conference players of the week following their game
against No. 22 ranked GVSU. Regis held flrm at their No.
12 spot in the lntercoUegiate Women's Lacrosse Coaches
Association Coaches' Poll following this spring break
tournament. It is looking like another successful season is
ahead for Regis Lacrosse this year! Their firs t conference
match of the season was held March 17th against
Colorado State University- Pueblo, and the team is just
ramping up to hopefully repeat their RMAC
championship win this season!

"We have a strong group of
girls this year, with a really
great senior class. "
-Katie Schilmoeller

My favorite part of playing on this team is
getting to go on vacations with my best
Denier
1 love team traditions like the rap battles
a nd the music videos that we make.
Those kind of traditions really speak to
our team atmosphere.
-Court Hudson
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"If your hands don't start bleedi ng, you 're doing it wrong."
-Carli Berghoff
"Climbing is an amazing sport. P eople of any skill level can do it and enjoy t he fun it br ings."
-Chloe Pickford
"I joined the climbing team because it was different. My brother had started climbing at the begin ning of
the year and it looked super fun and challenging so I decided to give it a try."
-Sydney H oyt

" I joined the team because I saw the bonds and community
they had and wanted to be included in that, also I'm super
competitive and thought this would be a good outlet."
-Ally Shaven Paine
"My co-captain Mary and I played together in high school
and saw that Regis didn't have a rugby club so we started it
up. It's always bee n a tight-knit community and a lot of fun
so that's why we wanted to start it up."
-Julie Nguyen

CLUB SPORTS

5

~lub Sports at Regis University are vital to the healthy
Lifestyle of many students on campus. They provide an
environment in which students can play sports
competitively, even if t hey are unable to make the time
commitment to play on one of the NCAA-sanctioned
teams that Regis has to offer. In addition to enriching the
lives of students by encouraging a healthy lifestyle, Club
Sports also offers an opportunity for a unique kind of
leadership that cannot be found in the classroom. All club
teams are
student-run,
lb
which means
that students
are entirely in
charge of the
Y
practice
schedules,
organization,
and
leadership in
general. This
TI
is what makes
Club Sports
truly unique, that they are created by students, for
student benefit. Typically practicing three times a week,
Club Sports are not a smaU portion of many students
lives. The Club teams currently available are Rugby,
Soccer, and Volleyball for both men and women, Men's
Lacrosse, and two Co-ed teams: Tennis and Climbing.
With such a rich variety of opportunities to play sports at
Regis University, students who are athletically inclined
have many options to choose from when deciding how to
best channel their energy.

"Our team mentality is: Climbing is all about your
journey to the top, and it doesn't matter how hard
the climb was, but that fact that you pushed your
limits and are better for it."
- Ryan Harris
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"Playing an intramural sport was exceptiona.lly fun
and reminds you of when you competed m real
sports but it can't quite compare to actual
competition."
-Dermot Swanson

Regis University strives to incorporate all six core J esuit values
into the everyday lives of the students that attend. The core
values are Cura Personalis, Magis, Men and Women for and
With Others, Unity of the Mind and Heart, Contemplatives in
Action, and Finding God in all Things. Every program Regis has
incorporates one, or more, of the core values so that the students
may benefit from them. Cura Personalis means "care of the
whole person". Intramural sports uses the value Cur a Personalis
by encouraging the development of strong leadership skills, team
building and cooperation, creating a community amongst t he
students, inspiring students to challenge themselves, a nd to take
care of their physical and mental wellbeing.
Regis University offers a multitude of intramural sports that
cater to anyone's person sports preference. Regis ' in tramural
sports teams include: flag
"Intramural sports is a great football, grass volleyball,
"NFL Pick 'EM",
way to meet friends and
battleship, outdoor soccer,
softball, "NFL Combine",
have a friendly competition." billiards, corn hole,
basketball, dodgeball, and
-Mary Joyce
Texas Hold 'em. This wide
array of sports allows for
students to engage in physical activities while having fun with
t heir friends and other peers. Many of the students commented
that they joined intramural sports because it was a great way to
connect with their friends with some fri endly competition. On
February 2, 2017 O'Connell hall set up an intramural dodgeball
tournament where t he student could create teams and battle for
the title of "Best Dodgeball Team". Students enjoyed how
organized the entire event was. "It made everything run
smoothly which made it so fu n." O'Connell has hosted many
other tournaments, such as, a kickball tournament on t he Beach
at the beginning of the year.
I ntramural sports is a great way to engage in the Regis
community while staying active and healthy.

"I looked forward to our intramural soccer
games every time w e played. It was a blast!"
-Rachel Holterman
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"Intramural soccer was a great way to get connected with people
and play soccer for fun."
-Carli Berghoff
"My friends and I got closer and had a great time during our
intramural sport season."
-Brett Paglieri

"Intramural soccer was a fun way to con
-Ethan Wood

nect with your fr ie nds and get active."

.
. dl competition of any sport you love. It was
rs m a fnen y
t way to connect WI"th your pee
"
"Intramural sports IS a grea tive through a fun activity.
great just to get out and be ac
-Christine Bianco
.
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Women's
Varsity

VARSITY TEAM REFERENCE

-Women's Varsity Basketball- 3rd in RMAC (16- 13)

-Women's Varsity Soccer - 3rd in RMAC (1 4- 3- 2)

- Women's Varsity Volleyball - I st in RMAC (31 - 4)
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- Women's Varsity Cross Country - 14th in RMAC

- Women's Varsity Golf- 8th in RMAC

- Women's Varsit y Softball & Lacrosse
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- Men's Varsity Basketball - Ist in RMAC (27- 6)

- Men's Varsity Soccer - 2nd in RMAC (9- 8)

- Men's Varsity Golf- 3rd in Midwestern State lnvitatio~
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Men's

VARSITY TEAM REFERENCE

Varsity
- Men's Cross C ountry - 15th in RMAC

_ Men's Varsity Baseball
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